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IITBODTOION 
Many rat© of decay studies in forest stands have been 
conducted in the past, particularly in the large forested areas 
of Worth America# The principal method of investigation has 
"been largely a destructive one. frees in the sample area 
were felled, buck@d-up, and the extent of decay was measured 
and tabulated by age classes# The rate of decay within the 
stand could then be determined by comparisons of the amount 
of decay present within the various age classes. While this 
type of investigativ® method can be used on large forest 
holdings, such as those in the Pacific Northwest, it is hardly 
adaptable to studies conducted in forest areas of small size. 
The commercial forests of Iowa are in relatively small 
holdings; 88^ in farm ownership, only 13,000 acres, or 2% in 
Federal ownership, 22,000 acres, or in State, County, 
and Municipal ownership, and the remining 10.6^ in other 
private hands (Central States For. Bxpt# Sta. 1956). Clearly, 
some method, less destructive in nature, was needed for sam­
pling of forest stands in this State. 
fwo methods appeared to warrant testing, one of which 
was partially destructive, the other non-destructive. The 
former method entailed the us© of a icodified version of an 
increment borer, culture technique, previously described in 
the literature, and the resultant felling of all trees con­
taining decay fungi. Once felled, the trees were dissected 
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and examined for the presence and extent of decay. The latter 
method ntilized a portable fhnliiim X-ray Unit for photograph­
ing the interior of standing trees* To investigate the poten­
tialities of this new Riethod, however, required cutting and 
suhseqiaent examination of all x-rayed trees* 
The effect of tree vigor upon the incidence and extent 
of decay is not well understood, hence is controversial and 
worthy of investigation* As vigor is reflected to some extent 
by crown class and by diameter, especially in even-aged stands, 
both of these factors were included in the data collected* 
Silver maple (Acer sacGharinuia L.) was chosen as the 
species to be studied for a number of reasons. Firstly, this 
species is well represented throughout the state, occurring 
in relatively large, pure, or nearly pure, stands. Secondly, 
the species has the reputation of being rather susceptible to 
decay. Thirdly, it was preferred to initiate tests with the 
Thulium X-ray Unit on a species whose wood was of low density, 
as is that of silver uiaple, in order to ©iniffiize exposure 
times. Lastly, silver maple couprises a sizeable portion of 
the sawtimber volume on coMercial forest areas in Iowa. 
Timber sales are based, to a great extent, upon the es­
timated number of board feet obtainable from a stand. To 
secure an accurate estimate of this, it is necessary the tim­
ber cruiser have some criteria with which to 3udge the amount 
of decay present within a stand. To aid in the determination 
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of presence and extent of decay, external indicators of rot 
bafe b#®!! studied and successfwlly applied for a few coimer-
eial tr®@ species* Therefor©, an investigation of entrance 
points for decay ftangi and the external evidence has been 
made on© aim of this study. 
If 
miKATDRE RE?IEW 
the first comprehensiv® analysis of decay in the forest 
stands of this hemisphere was made by Meinecke (1916) in an 
attempt to determine facttaally the relationship between heart 
rots, forest stands, and tree conditions. In turn, this 
information was to be used as a factor in establishing the 
age of rotation, or "pathological age of rotation" as ex­
pressed by that author, as well as for determining certain 
marking and sealing rules# Using Abies concolor as an ex­
ample, Meinecke studied the possibility of correlating crown 
class, the degree and character of wounding, and volume of 
decay. He found that suppression plus wounding resulted in 
a high percentage of decay, whereas dominance, imless accom­
panied by severe wounding, usually resulted in negligible 
amounts. Decay was found to increase with increasing age but 
this was attributed to the "cumulative risk of wounding." 
The character of the wound was of primary Importance, infec­
tion occurring most commonly through those caused by fire. 
The possible effect of site was taken Into account, especially 
with reference to location and the possibility of wounds, such 
as those caused by frost and lightning. 
The distribution of Fomes igniarlus heartrot was consid­
ered to be primarily dependent upon age (von Schrenk and 
Spaulding I909). Percentage of Infection, as well as decay 
volume, was found to increase with increasing age in Western 
$ 
h.«»i©e1te and M®stera whit® pla® CW@ir ana HtaTaert 1918, 1919 )• 
fhtm hoia in @@dar« although a m@T& rapid inerease 
©##»«•©€ in p®r#«ntag@ of eiill ea»@s than in pereentage of 
iaf#eti0as with iis®r#asiiig ag© (l©y®« 1920)* that deeay 
v©lim®f as wall as pareajatag© of inf®eti©ii, luereaaas with 
iii@raas.iBg aga has haau attast^aS to hy a aonsidarahle nvmher 
©f infastigators working with a variety of speei©s| on tsalsam 
fir <ii^allm 19tS, Satifart 1935) I on Douglas fir (Boyaa ana 
Magg 1953 f fh€»as and fhc^ s 19^ )} on othar firs (Biar si* 
19^ ® f Bmatelani fi 19^ 9 )| ©a Wastera hanloek (Foster ana 
fostar I9flf. Fostar ^  19^) | on pine (Anaraws ana ©ill 
l9^1f Whita 1953$ F<mton and Barry 195^)} ©» lareh and spmea 
Cl^aaa 1938 )| on iitlca sprmea (Biar 19^)| on oaks 
CKaagoook and lapting 193^)f on oaks, yellow poplar and bass-
wood Ciiaptini and ladgaoak 1937)| on hlaok ©harry (Bavidson 
and ©amphell l^^Di ©n hla©k eottonwood (fhonas and Poamora 
1951) I on poplar CMlay 19|t)| and on sugar aapla (Horain 
19^ )• Mo indieation of a relationship hatwawa traa aga and 
in«ia««« of aeaay was found in brown pocket rot of Sitka 
sp-ru@e (liar and fofelaa 19^6)• -l^ereasa in pareantaga of 
daeay with inaraased age of tha forest stana 'has been attrib-
utad to ineraasa in the relative proportion of heartwood, 
slower rate of wound healing, and daeraase in resistanee to 
deaay of the aenter portion of the heartwood| as well as to 
what Maimeeka tar»M ^ euffiulative risk of wounding" (Wegener 
and ©aviason 195^  )• 
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Effects of erown elasst, or ¥lgor, upon decay are somewhat 
In doi3.bt« Dominant and suppressed incense cedar located on an 
intermediate area contained similar volumes of dry rot, where­
as on an optiisnffi are® dominants were found to contain a lower 
percentage of decay, hut a higher incidence of infection, 
than stappressed trees. Lesser decay in the dominants on the 
latter area wss attributed to an ability to ward off extensive 
development of the dry rot fungns. Trees in the intermediate 
area were concluded to be under the influence of "regional 
suppression" (Boyce 1920)* In Douglas fir suppression was 
found to have a direct influence upon decay only in the 
younger age classes (Boyc® 1932). Suppression increased the 
susceptibility of cedar to attack by Fomes annosus (Miller 
19^»^3)* J3ue to the influence of growth rate upon the ability 
of a tree to heal wounds, vigorously growing trees usually 
were less prone to infection than slow-growing ones (von Schrenk 
and Spaulding 1909)• Meinecke (1922) and Hornibrook (19^0) 
indicated a positive relationship between vigor and decay. 
Cto the other hand, cull percentage was found to increase with 
increasing rate of growth in a mmber of species (McCallum 
1928, Eaufert 1935» Qarren 19^1, Englerth 19^2, Spaulding and 
Hansbrough 19^H» Boyce and Wagg 1953). In other investigations, 
cull volume increased with increasing rate of growth, although 
on the basis of percentage of decay no consistent difference 
or an actual decrease occurred (Bier et 19^6, 19^8; White 
1953). 
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Bat© of growth was found to contain little or no rela­
tionship to voltuae of decay by other researchers (Weir and 
Hubert 1918, Sehiaitz and Jackson 1927| U. S. Forest Service 
1932> Hepting 1935, Roth and Sleeth 1939, Buckland et al» 19^9, 
Burns 19555 Fenton and Berry 1956). 
Eelation of cull percentage to tree diameter has been 
extensively studied• It has been generally recognized at least 
for uneven-i-sged stands, that with increased diameter there 
was an increase in amount of decay# Cull volume in higher 
diameter classes of some eastern hardwoods increased at a 
greater rate than total gross volume (Hepting and Hedgcock 
1935)• A reservation coismonly mad®, however, when stating 
this conclusion, was that, in order for this relationship to 
hold, a close relationshif must first exist between diameter 
and age (Buckland ft al» 19^9)* this is based on the fact 
that diameter growth is, to a great extent, a function of age 
and is not a factor influencing directly the rate of decay 
(Meir and Hubert, 1918, MeCallum 1928, Mordin 195^). In 
even-aged stands of white pin© diameter was found a poor cri­
terion of decay and was thought rather an indicator of vigor 
(White 1953)* Diameter, on the other hand, directly influ­
enced incidence of infection of ponderosa pine by the western 
red rot fungus, Polvporus ancet>s Fk« Infection increased with 
increasing number and size of dead branches, both of which 
tended to increase with diameter. Once infected, however, 
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progress of decay was dependent almost entirely on time 
(Andrews and Gill 19^3)• 
In'^'estigative Methods 
Three methods have been used generally to study the prog­
ress of heart-rotting fungi In trees. The first consists of 
inserting into healthy trees pure cultures of such ftmgi, 
plugging the entry holes, and at a later date cutting the 
trees and measuring the resulting decay. The second method 
consists of cutting trees already containing decay, estimating 
the possible period of entry by the decay fungus, and then 
measuring the spread of the decay since the time of infection. 
These two methods are used to determine the progress of decay 
in individual trees. The third method gives a measure of the 
general increase in decay with age in forest stands. Sample 
trees of all ages are cut and examined for decay with no 
attempt being made to determine the year of infection (Wagener 
and Davidson 195^). 
Investigations of general decay increase in forest stands 
were pioneered by Meineck© (1916), who laid the basis for the 
investigative methods in widespread use up to the present day-
Trees of all sizes and conditions were chosen for analysis. 
Prior to felling, notes were taken on the external condition 
of the sample trees with respect to crown class, presence of 
wounds, sporophores, and other abnormalities. Subsequent to 
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felling, th® trees were bucked into logs which were split and 
exaiained for decay* If decay was found it was measured and 
the probable source of infection noted. 
Other methods, not requiring the felling of large numbers 
of trees, have been derived to determine primarily incidence 
rather than extent of decay in forest stands* Aseptlcally 
extracted and cultured increment borings were used to determine 
the frequency of Fomes annoaus in spruce starts (Rennerfelt 
19^^)* This ®ethod was considered a useful one for making 
in^rentories of incipient decay in young forests with ease and 
little damage to the trees# In modified form, it was used to 
resolve the occurrence of decay in 3ack pine stands in Kichi-
gan» To determine occurrence of both butt and stem-rotting 
fungi borings were taken at both six inches and five feet above 
the ground (Varner 19^8)• Tamer's technique consisted first 
of reaaovlng the bark from the area to be bored, and then of 
moistening the exposed surface with mercuric chloride* The 
increment borer was covered by this disinfectant for at least 
a minute, shaken free of excess moisture, and turned into the 
tree. The extractor, which also had been similarly sterilized, 
was allowed to drain for a short period prior to the with­
drawal of the wood core. Ctoce extracted, the core was placed 
into a Petri dish containing malt extract agar. The dish was 
wrapped in wax paper, taken to the laboratory, and incubated 
for forty days at room temperature. While in the field, notes 
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wey® taken on th© condition of each sampled tr©©. Including 
diameter, description of wotmds, and branch sizes. All of 
the ftingl isolated by Tamer were determined as Fomes nini 
(Thor®) Iiloyd, To check the accuracy of this method all 
saispl© trees were felled. A similar red stain was noted for 
all trees fro® which this ftingtia had been isolated. Basswood 
was investigated for decay by increment borings which were 
Bade at breast height, e]ramined for external signs of decay, 
placed in sterile distilled water, and taken to the laboratory 
for culturlng (Arend 1937)• During the same year, Watson, 
according to Eyre and I^barron (19^^j p* 3^)» studied decay 
in jack pin© using an incresient borer to deterain© its inci­
dence • Butt rot extent in balsaa fir was determined by Incre­
ment borings at stump height (Helmburger and McCallum 19^0). 
The increment borer has b®®n suggested also as a tool for use 
by timber markers in estimating defects In standing timber 
(Hornibrook 1950)m 
Samples taken with the increment borer may also be used 
as guides in the determination of rot deduction from gross 
voluses (Wagener and Davidsc«i 195^) since Brown (193^^) found 
that, for aspen in Minnesota, the diameter of rot In dominant 
trees at one foot from the ground gav® an accurate index of 
the rot T^ercentag© in th© merchantable stem. Rot diameters, 
however, are difficult to determine by increment borings 
(Hornibrook 1950). Also, Brown's estimation of cull based 
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on diameter of decay at on® foot caimot be applied in all 
stands as rot does not always extend that low on the bole 
(Riley 1952)# As a result, us© of the increment borer for 
determining extent of ret, rather than incidence, is probably 
of little value# 
A method which was derived for estimating decay in tele­
phone poles, and which has possible application in the study 
of decay in li^^lng trees, entailed the measurement of wood 
fiber strength by utilizing an Instrument called the "Torque 
Screw Pole fester". It was based upon the principle that the 
"resistance to turning, or the torque, required to drive a 
short screw probe through a wood pole is closely proportional 
to the fibre strength of that wood"• The pole tester consisted 
of a screw thread probe with a crank operated mechanism for 
screwing it into the pole, a graphic recording device for 
continuously measuring the resistance to turning of the screw, 
and a frame for clamping the testing probe to the side of a 
pole (Bam and Stingle 19'^?). Various other methods for field-
testing poles were tried out by these authors and determined 
to be inferior to the "Recording Torque Screw Test". These 
methods Included the use of power drill pressure measurements, 
hydraulic probe penetration, manually driven nail penetration, 
bullet penetration, ream and increment borer tests, stress 
and strain aeasureBients, and x-rays of the butt of the pole. 
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X-rmy photography was apparently first used on living 
tr©©s by Maloy and Wilsey (193"^) who found that the extent of 
decay and, in small logs, th© grain of the wood, was revealed 
through the use of this method* A decade prior to their 
work, however, Knoit and Kaye (1920) had utilized x-rays in 
the examination of aircraft timber and reported that the an­
nual rings in small specimens were visible, They reached the 
conclusion, though, that the use of x-rays was applicable 
only in the examination of finished and assembled parts and 
not in timber as a raw material# 
The work of Maloy and Mllsey led Bankin (1931) to suggest 
the applicability of x-ray photography in shade tree cavity 
studies dealing with the rat© and extent of decay# He car­
ried on limited experiments and reported that delignificatlon 
of the wood was visible on th® film prior to actual breakdown 
of cell walls. Structural changes in the wood of Pinus ceiabra 
and pliam infected by decay fungi, and in oak attacked by 
Roaelllnia necatrix. were exposed through the use of Roentgen 
rays (Basenetti 1936)* Decomposition in artificially infected 
wood blocks was accompanied by weakening in the interference 
of the wood to x-ray penetration (Schulze ^  1938). 
Use of x-rays for internal inspection of telephone poles 
revealed that rot could be detected primarily by the appear­
ance of the growth rings on the exposed film. When advanced 
decay was present the lines representing growth rings would 
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not appear on the film, while in the presence of intermediate 
decay they would appear as ragged, faded, or discontinuons 
lines# The growth ring analysis was supplemented by any 
noticeable changes in the general gray tone of the radiograph* 
Interpretation of density tones reportedly was complicated, 
and its value correspondingly lessened, by the fact that rot­
ted wood may absorb more or less x-rays, dependent upon 
whether the rot was wet or dry (Zucker 19^0), Further x-ray 
inspections of telephone poles were conducted using the same 
technique as Zucker, including the analysis of decay by the 
appearance of growth rings on the radiograph (Stoker 19^8, 
Triman 1952). The x-ray method of earamination was thought by 
SOB© to be insufficiently developed to replace the visual 
examination of telephone poles (Sidney County Council 1951)$ 
or to be of any value in estimating the remaining pole life 
(Dana and Stingle 19^7)• Analysis of density tones was used 
successfully to determine the presence of decay pockets and 
termite cavities in piling timbers* The defects were Indi­
cated on the film in their "true shape and size". Decay 
pockets caused dark patches on the film which gradually 
merged into the background and were differentiated from ter-
minte galleries which showed on the film as sharp-bordered 
patches (Gregory 19^0)• Analysis of radiographs in detecting 
wood-boring insects in timbers was not very successful on 
thick material because the insect cavities consisted of too 
Ih 
small a percentage of the total thickness to cast a shadow 
(Fisher and fasker 19^ 0)# 
fhe equipment used in the telephone pole x-ray experiments 
consisted of an x-ray machine and controls, plus a gasoline 
generator, all mounted on a truck. Although mobile, such 
equipment was certainly not readily adaptable for use in 
forested areas* A portable x-ray unit, utilizing thulium^^® 
as the radioactive source, was devised for medical and indus­
trial us© in isolated areas where conventional x-ray equip­
ment would not be available. Successful radiographs of various 
portions of the human anatomy were made with the aid of this 
unit (Untermeyer ft 195*+)* laboratory tests conducted on 
silver mattle logs, usisg a Thulitm X-ray Ifeit especially 
designed for this work by the Institute for Atomic Research, 
at Iowa State College, indicated the possibility of its use 
in detenaining decay in living trees (MclTabb et a2.» 1956). 
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MATERIALS AMD MI?THODS 
Description of Areas 
Decay investigations war© conducted on bottomland flood 
plains in the Iiedges State Park, and within two areas located 
on Amana Society land. The Ledges State Park is located cen­
trally in the State, about 13 miles west of Ames, in Boone 
County, fhe study plot was situated in the southwest portion 
of the park and was bounded on the west by the Des Moines 
Biveri on the east by a somewhat steep bank delimiting the 
bottomland area? on the south, in part, by the Park garbage 
dump and, in part, by dense silver maple reproduction; and on 
the north by dense maple and cottonwood reproduction. The 
area, being apart from the recreational facilities of the Park 
and containing a vigorous mosquito population plus a heavy 
nettle uMergrowth, has seen little use by the general public. 
The forest cover is of the elm-ash-cottonwood type and con­
sists predominantly of silver maple. Boxelder is fairly 
abundant, while the other two tree species found, cottonwood 
and willow, occur only as large, scattered individuals. Ee-
production is limited almost entirely to the perimeter of this 
artificially delimited area. It consists almost entirely of 
silver maple and cottonwood. The silver maple trees range in 
age from 30 to 69 years, with the greatest majority being in 
30 and HO-year-old classes. On the basis of this preponderance 
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of trees lying within a 20-year age span, this silver maple 
stand may be said to b© eiren-aged. The stems, occurring to 
m great extent in cltiiups from two to six, appear to be pri­
marily ©f jspromt origin, although no signs of the parent stiimps 
are apparent* 
fhe .kmmxm Society lands are located about 100 miles east 
of toes in Iowa Comty» Of the two areas included within these 
cooperative lands, one lies approximately 1 raile north ©f the 
town of South toana^ while the other is situated about 1 
mile west of the town of Homestead, For convenience, the first 
area has been designated the South Imana Area and the second, 
the Hcjeestead Area. Both areas are a part of the bottonland 
flood plains of the Iowa River and are similar in most respects. 
The elm-ash-cottonwood type is typical of both tracts, and 
each contains an even-aged stand of silver maple on the lowest 
elevations. These merge into uneven-aged mixed stands as one 
progresses away fro® the river onto slightly higher land. 
The even-aged portions of both tracts are forested predominant­
ly by silver maple with a scattering of elm and cottonwood, 
while the uneven-aged portions are a mixture of silver maple, 
elm, cottonwood, ash, and lesser species (Figs. 1, 2, 3» and 
H). Reproduction present in portions of these areas consists 
of elm with a scattering of maple# 
The maples studied in the South Amana Area ranged in age 
from 20 to 79 y©ars, although the greater majority of the 
fif• tm %per left - ®ir^ -agM p^ rtiea @f Soatti Asaaa sta^  
fig. 2* fpp®r ri^ t - mmm-'mse&. ^ t^loa ®f Semth staai 
f±gm 3* Immr l©ft - mm^rngM pmtim ©f I«e»t©ai sta^ 
Fif. k» tj&mT right • tmesftagged portion ©ff EmmBtmi. staai 
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entire sample was within the 30-F©ar class. On the other 
hand, the trees comprising the Homestead sample ranged in age 
from 20 to 100 pltis years, the greatest majority in an age 
class "being within the limits of the 60-year class. 
A large nmber of the maples on both areas were believed 
to be of sprout origin due to their growth habits. This was 
especially true of the even-aged, smaller trees. Here, as in 
the Iiedges area, however, evidence of the parent stumps was 
lacking. 
Some cutting operations have been conducted on the Amana 
bottomlands, although little apparently has been done within 
the elii-ash-cottonwood type. These portions were not included 
in the boundaries of the study areas. 
Selection and Marking of Sample Trees 
I^oceeding first through the Ledges area, each maple 
encountered that lay within the diameter breast height (dbh) 
lissits of ^ #0 to 30*9 inches was numbered with paint. The 
dbh and crown class were determined for ©ach tree along with 
notations of any possible entry points for decay, such as» 
sears, wounds, dead limbs, swollen kndts, decayed companion 
sprouts, and grafts between sprouts. Diameters were taken to 
the nearest tenth of an inch and grouped by 1 inch classes. 
After approximately 150 trees had been tallied it became ap­
parent that a large proportion of the sample fell into only 
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a few diameter classes# Accordingly, an attempt was made 
thereafter to obtain at least ten trees in each diameter class. 
Trees falling into diameter classes already adequately sampled 
were disregarded* Possible merchantability of the trees was 
not taken into accotmt, the trees being included in the sample 
solely on the basis of diameter and chance encounter, regard­
less of their form or condition* fhe higher diameters were 
not well-represented in this stand and were, as a result, 
deficient in the total sample of 375 trees# 
The same sampling technique was applied to the Amana 
areas although stratification of the sample was initiated 
earlier than It was at the Iiedges area. This resulted in a 
more e^en distribution of the sample by diameter classes and 
in a subsequent decrease in the sample size. The South Amana 
area contained only a few trees within the diameter limits of 
23.0 to 30.9 inches and, subsequently, yielded the smallest 
sample, 203 trees. Ctai the other hand, it was possible to ob­
tain a well distributed sample from the Homestead area, a 
mii^mum of ten trees being obtained within almost every diam­
eter class to make a total of 26? trees. 
Culture Technique 
The equipment used for culturlng consisted of a light 
carrying-tray within which was fitted a quart plastic bottle 
containing lilOOO mercuric chloride, an atomizer attached to 
a 100 cc bottle containing the same disinfectant, a small 
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"bottle of 95 P®r cent ethyl alcohol, a portable propane torch, 
an 8-lach and a l6-inch increment borer, a quantity of 1-inch, 
sugar Eaple plugs, malted milk straws, rubber bands, and a 
small pair of scissors* A b@lt-ax@ completed the equipment. 
Test tubes, containing malt-dextrose agar, were carried in a 
portable ice cooler# As culture work was conducted during 
both winter and summer months, the cooler was utilized to 
present both freezing and melting of the media. 
Every tree in the sample was bored at least twice, once 
to obtain an increment core for age determination, and once 
for culturing# Both borings were made 1 foot above the groiond. 
Hollow trees were rebored for age at breast height. All 
holes, resulting from these borings, were plugged with mer­
curic chloride~soaked hard maple dowels to prevent entrance 
of decay and stain-producing fungi. Prior to use, the incre­
ment borer, including extractor, was immersed for a short 
period in the quart solution of mercuric chloride, taken out, 
and shaken to dislodge any excess disinfectant. 
The age core, extracted first, was examined for signs of 
decay, and placed in an individual malted milk straw. The 
straw was labeled and crimped to prevent loss of the core. 
The culture method was a modification of that used by Varner 
(19l!'8). The area to be bored was cleared of loose bark with 
the belt axe and thoroughly sprayed with mercuric chloride. 
Then the sterilized borer was turned into the tree and the 
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st©ril@ extractor inserted into the borer (Fig. 5)» Upon 
extraction, the core was grasped between the fingers in the 
sapwood region* A test tube was held in the palm of the same 
hand (Fig# 6)» By means of a pair of flamed scissors, pre-
vlotasly kept sterile in 95 P©r cent alcohol, a portion of the 
heartwood of the core was indented, broken off and inserted 
into the flamed test tube (Fig» ?)• This was repeated three 
times where the heartwood was of sufficient depth. The tubes 
were labeled and boimd together with a rubber band. Binding 
the tubes together not only made them easier to relocate, but 
also assured later identification. Cultures were incubated 
for at least three weeks at 22 degrees C. Basidiomycetes 
obtained from these cores were transferred to large test tubes 
and placed in cold storage. 
Trees, froE which decay fungi were isolated, herein 
termed "positive" trees, were tabulated separately from the 
"negative** trees by age-diameter and age-crown class groups. 
This was done to determine what relationships exist between 
vigor, age, and diameter and incidence of decay. Included 
with the "positives" were trees from which no decay fungi had 
been isolated, but which had been identified as decayed by 
examination of the age and culture borings. 
fig» 5» hmmt tma?a®d ftilly Into tre® with 
tmrmmnt mm partially #rfcraeted 
Fig* #• fla»iiig miimms prior to separating a portion 
of li®art»©0fi fro® thm extracted iner@Bient core 

Fig. 7* ]Daa©3?tioa ©f hmmrtw^  portion into previously 
fl^©i t©gt tufee 
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Culture Identification 
Identification of the "basidiomycetes, isolated from th® 
increnent coresj was attempted through us® of a key based on 
macro- and microscopic cultural characteristics (Nohles 19^8). 
transfer of each isolate to a Petri dish containing malt-
dextrose agar was required in the identification procedure. 
At the end of one week, transfers were made from each indi-
¥idual culture to the edge of five Petri dishes containing the 
same mediun# fhese were incubated in the dark at 22 degrees 
C# for six weeks, being ramowd at the end of each week for 
examination# In some cases, they were photographed at the 
end of two^ four, and six weeks. When these cultures were 
four to six weeks old, cubes, if to 5 k® square, were extracted 
and tested for oxidases on both gallic and tannic acid media 
(Davidson 1938 )• 
To aid in the identification of the various isolates, all 
conks, on or near silver maple, were collected and cultured. 
The suecessful cultures were then compared with the unidenti­
fied isolates from the cores. 
Thulium X-ray Technique 
Features of the Thullm X-ray tMlt have been previously 
described (McHabb e|, 19%) • In order to fasten the Unit 
to a tree, a support was constructed, the base of which con­
sisted of two aluminm bars, 1 inch thick, fastened together 
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at th@ ©nds with a hinge. The "base was attached to a tree by 
means of a web belt which passed about the tree and through 
two metal loops fastened to the outer face of the bars (Fig. 
8). fhe hinge attachment between the bars allowed for ex­
pansion, or compression, according to the diameter of the tree 
to which they were attached. To bring the Iftiit up above the 
level of the encircling belt a raised Z-shaped bracket was 
secured to the base# The top plate of the bracket contained 
two rails to correspond with the grooves in the removable 
alminum base of the Unit. The base of the Iftiit slid forward 
upon these rails bringing the l&iit into contact with the tree. 
The flexible cassetts, or film holders, were wrapped about 
the tree and secured by means of two 3A inch web belts, one 
placed about the top, and the other about the bottom of the 
holder (Pig. 8). 
Bxperiraents were first conducted in the laboratory to 
determine the exposure requirements for logs of different 
diameters. The cassetts used included both those with, and 
without, lead backing. To obtain optimum test conditions the 
maple logs used in these tests were lath-turned to form cyl­
inders of specified diameters and then coated with Parowax to 
inhibit water loss. The exposures, arrived at through such 
testing, were used as a base from which to calculate the 
exposures necessary for logs of other diameters. (Fig. 9)» 
fig# Bm Thiilim X-ray Ofait aM film eass®tt© moirnted 
la pi®©® at Ms® ©f silv®^ maple-
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Following this work, 1/k to 1-inch borings were made in 
the maple cylinders. The l-lach holes were left untreated or 
filled either with water, wood shavings, or rotten wood# 
Exposures were mad© of these treated cylinders. The exposed 
films were examined both visually and with the aid of a photo­
electric densitometer, fhe densitometer measures photographic 
density, or the quantity of film blackening (Eastman-Kodak 
19^ 7). 
frees to be radiographed in the field were selected 
randomly fro® among the different diameter classes. "Positive" 
trees, that is, trees from which decay fungi had been isolated, 
made up the bulk of those selected. Only a few "negative" 
trees were included as cheeks. Kodak Type K Safety x-ray film, 
in 7 X 17 inch sheets, mounted in non-lead-backed G. E. 
cassettes, were used in the field. All radiographs were taken 
on the tree trunk at a measured height of 1|- feet from the 
ground. This height was chosen because it se^ed likely that 
the majority of the butt rot present in the stand would be 
apparent at that level. In addition, the age and culture 
borings, made at a height of 1 foot, would not, presumably, 
affect the film exposure. 
The bole of the tree was carefully examined, prior to 
x-raying, to determine most advantageous placement of the Unit. 
Mhere possible, the Unit was placed facing that portion of the 
bole which appeared most Irregular in shape, while the most 
3^  
cylindrical portion was reserved for the film holder. For 
instance, when an otherwise cylindrical tree had a flat face 
or in¥olution, the Unit was placed at that position. This 
was Intended to offset any ©ffect th© irregularity might have 
upon the degree of exposure of the film at that point. The 
Unit supporter was strapped to the tree and the Unit installed 
flush to the bole* Hunerals, cut from thin lead sheets, were 
taped to the tube side of each cassette as means of identifying 
and orienting the film, Mhen the cassette was belted to the 
trunk and its vertical sides equidistant from the opening of 
the Unit, the central markings on these sides were adjusted, 
by eye, to the level of the aperture in the Unit. In this 
way, the center of the film holder, vertically and horizontally, 
should be directly back of this aperture. In the case of small-
dlametered trees, the film holders were attached with their 
long axes parallel to that of the tree. The diameter of the 
bole at li- feet was measured, prior to mounting the Unit, by 
means of a forester's caliper. Exposure times were then 
determined from the e^cposure-dlameter curve. 
Two exposures were occasionally made on a tree at the 
same level, and approximately at right angles to one another. 
By subsequent triangulation plotting, it was believed that the 
position and degree of decay could be more accurately ascer­
tained. Both points of exposure were marked on the tree and 
separately'identified. 
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4 total of 98 t3?ees, ranging in diameter at 1^ feet from 
^•5 inches to 22.5 inches, were x-rayed, the exposures varying 
from l-l minutes to 15 hours. In addition, one tree, 26.0 
inches in diameter, was exposed for I8 hours, although the 
calculated exposure time was actually 37 hours. Exposed films 
were developed for 3 minutes in 6. E# Supermix developer, given 
a short rinse in Supermix X-ray Indicating shortstop, and 
fixed for 3 uinutes in Supermix fixer. Films were supported 
on standard x-ray film developing hangers and placed in a 
specially huilt stainless steel rack equipped to handle twelve 
hangers of film at one time* Stainless steel tanks, con­
structed to hold this rack, were used as containers for the 
developer, shortstop, and fixer. After fixing, films were 
washed for 1 hour in running tap water at 68 degrees F. and 
then hung in an x-ray film drier. 
Densitometer readings were taken along the central portion 
of the long axis of the radiographs, commencing 1 CSEI from the 
left-hand margin. Thereafter, readings were made every centi­
meter. An additional reading, along the center of the short 
axis of the radiograph, was taken on those films exposed with 
their long axes parallel to the boles. 
Recordings were plotted on ordinary graph paper and a 
^'normal" curve fitted. Any upward deviation from the "normal" 
curve indicated greater gamma and x-ray penetration had 
reached that point on the film. Correspondingly, this indi-
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cat®d that wood of lower density, or rotted wood, was included 
in the log area beneath that part of the film. Deviations 
falling beneath this "normal" curve were expected when wood 
of higher density, such as that included in knots, was found 
in the tree x-rayed. 
X-rayed trees were felled to obtain cross-sections of the 
portions exposed. The section of the log covered, during 
exposure, by the filsj holder was delimited and the decayed 
areas outlined. The portion of the film affected by decay 
was determined by lines radiating outward from the point on 
the bole at which the Unit had been placed (Figs. 10, 11). 
Comparisons were made of the estimates of decay based on 
radiography with the actual extent and position of decay. 
Extent of Decay 
fo both check the incidence of decay, and, thereby, the 
increment borer culture technique, and to determine the extent 
of decay caused by the various isolates, all "positive" trees 
in the sample were cut. Once felled, trees were bucked-up 
and examined for decay within the first 16 feet. When decay 
was found to exist, its extent was measured and attempts made 
to locate its probable entrance point. Thirty-five "negative" 
trees, especially those in lower diameter classes, were cut 
as further checks on the culture technique# Decayed sections 
of trees, determined by increment core examination to be 
Kg* 10. ieetiea of f r®® 706 at height of exp&saxm show-
iai i»®«itioii ©f fhttltm X-ray Hoit ana eass®tt« 
ana th® imrfeimi of flija affect®a hy decay 
Fig^ 11 • S®eti©3a ©f tif@® 81 - blaek lines radiate out 
trim position h®ia by the radioactive soure® to 
a«liisit bol® ar®a eover®# by x-ray film - light 
lines a®lliiit ar®a of film, from 1^ to 17 <sbi»# 
aff®et®d by demy 
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"positives*', were brought to the laboratory for culttir~ 
lag# 
ho 
RlStJLfS AID DISCUSSION 
Ag© Deteminatlons 
frees of all diameters were fomid concentrated most heav­
ily in the 30 and Ho year age groups in the Ledges area. In 
the total sample of 375 trees, 2^0 were in these age classes, 
while 33 "were in the 50 year age class and only two in the 60 
year age class (APFEKDIX, fable 2). 
A total of 203 trees were included in the South Amana 
area» Of these, I63 lay within the 30 year age class, six in 
the 20, 16 within the I3 within the 50> three in the 60, 
and two in the 70 year age class# Diameter was more an indi­
cator of age in this sample, than in the Ledges, for with 
increasing age there was correspoMing increase in diameter 
of the trees# frees of all diameters were not found included 
in any one age group, although within the 30 year age class 
they ranged from h to 22 inches (APPENDIX, fable 3) .  
fhe sample obtained in the Homestead area contained wider 
distribution of both diameter and age classes than did either 
of the other two areas• frees ranged in age from 20 to 125 
years, all those above 100 years of age being included to­
gether in the tabulation, fotals within each age class were 
as follows8 nine in the 20 year age class, 25 in the 30, 
five in the 57 in the 50, 95 in the 60, ^6 in the 70, 1^ 
in the 80, seven in the 90, and nine in the 100 plus age 
group (APPllDIX, Table h). 
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Ideiitifleatioa of .Deeay Fuiigi 
Wumsi a§g0elat©d witli sllveg nacl© 
Faiigl foimii frulttBg on, oi' near tiio base of li¥i»g silver 
»aple ineliKied tlie folj^wliig species: Steacherlaiisa septeB.tri~ 
Qimle (Fig# 12) f setuIoaai>« Herieiiaiii eriaaceue (Fig. 13)^ 
pQlarijoyas Xtieidua:• (Figs* 15» 16) ji hlrsutujj.# ¥itggiCQlor> 
M* £• !myjg.aja#iiu8* (Fig* 21), Yolvaria 
l3oater#iiia (Fig#* &3j, S4)# GelXyMa spi.», Cortisaarlus s;p.^ 
B^hlzOi hyllffia eoiiaaiiiae, Copyiaus afcrasaantarius * rfaoliota i\ilvo~ 
BQumms& (Fig* 2£)^ aM Porim bM'* All the s,;eGies of t'oly-
poftis, plus gel:ilzox:.h.y'lliiiij[ eoiamaae^ v/ere foiaifi growing on dead, 
as w©ll.as liTiag, trees* In addition, all species of Poly-
poms J, with • the sxcei-tlon of £» M&mis and 1ucMub» were 
n&t&ii gr&vtmg miy d®ad portloas of living trees, Stec-
auii^ ge'fctfeati^icgialt mid se.tiAlosiBj3 were found on both 
XiMmg and cleM trees outs id® of th© study area, wiiile HericMm 
#yiMae«is was foiaad on ©iily one of tiie saBii-led trees and, in 
tliis iBStsae©;,. located. Mitiiis a li©l@ eighttiseB feet nigh on the 
feol# (fig* 14), lJbl¥mria. iaQailay<B.ip&« iii .addition to having 
|>€@n eolleoted from a niMiber of decayed i.ockets on silver maile, 
was ^.sd discovered .growiiag frcaa a pi'eviously cut section of 
fr©# #^50 (Fig, 23)» . pQlyi)0rtt.s Meimi^. Ptaoliota fulvo--
.a.g'a«.a:0S.a..it arid Cortimri'as spi-» wer© at all tisjies growing on 
ttm- groaad .at tli© toutt, or a s.iiort distaiiee away* aollybia 
L&ft • pllems ®f sli@lf-Xlke form 
Riglit - lipasaial sarfae© of resmplaate for® 
?,3 
Pit,. 13. sporopiior^ 
fii» .14,. Gp#iiisg in. l>ol« at 18 f©et iia vliich the aboT© 
e^ouk atad xvcjssllile fei.ssoelat©ci decay 
Krr 
•J 
15* Imft - spem-phm^ of f<&lTwmm inielteg fmm^ at ^ s© of living 
Fig* 16- %p®r jfight - sp©ropli©r« ©f P. lucl^ 'E^  giwiag m iroots aM at Isas® 
of a fillm sllT^  »apl#* 
fig, 17* l®ft « Imtt s@eti<m ©f f?®© Mi2 showliig eatraae® anS deeayt 
\mlw gi?GaMltii@, ca«s«^ "by P» Imeigns » e®niEs of this fiaigiis have 
formed at ho*^ iiier®sieat hor@r eatraiiee polats 
Pig. 18 • tm^T right • seetioa of fre® dissoeted at height ©f each inere-
B^t feori^ showiiig iaelmded decay and mycelial aattii^ in the here 
hole 
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Fig,» 23* tQlv&Tlm bambyeina spor©ph©r©s forming on a 
pipwiomsly e«t section tTm silver ®aple 
Fig» Bp&wophorm ©f 
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&ppm smA PmiM. spp* feotli a®soeiat®d wlldti deeayed portions 
of living silver tmplm tmm^ btat their mmtst relationship to 
the' ^ mmf ira« 
fh« fungi fowsd fruiting oxelwsivoly on doad|. or recently 
#mt, silver aapl® lnel«€edi iMi3jyd«» I* StoaM$r 
iam8> dares^ens. (fig# Z* galaetinits (Fig* 27)» 
%oliota adipoaa. BOy 31), flaiaaiala 8pp« (Fig* 2B)| 
Ima. Ifig# 19)$ IrffMltfff 
liollia CFif # 2d)». 
©nly 16 of the fnngi found fmiting were sneeessfully ob­
tained in. pmr# #alti»e» In some instances a rapid deterioration 
of the fmiting prevented further enltnring* ©nly eight of the 
©mltares obtained frea inereaent oores were identified by com­
parison with onltmres from fmiting bodies* Of these eight 
cultures, six. were fholiota adiposa (..Fig* 32) and two were 
BbItbbctmi Ineiami (Wg, 3k>. Conks of £. aaaiaSI. oeenrred on 
the two trees from which this fnngns had been isolated, once 
e»erfJng .fro® both ag© and enltnr® bore holes (Fig-. 17, 18)» 
these instances verified the cttlture determinations* It wag 
©onclM^, therefore, 1^.at £» Incidns. was the priaary cause of 
decay in both trees* S«vera.l weeles after felling, sporophores 
gfaoliota a^jpoaa were observed on the cnt sections of two 
trees yielding, "positive* cnlteres for this fiangns.. In addi-
tl.on, a sporophoret identified as Fholio^ spp* was foa^d In 
a cnltnre frmi one of the ot^er six trees, (Fig* 33) 
rig. 25. Vpper left - PolTOoraa dpreseena on dead, downed silver maple 
Flf • 2€* %p«r right • el©se-up of sporephorts of f. doreseeni 
Fig* 27* Sdmm left - plleas and hysealal ^ms ©f folsw&Tm 
sporophcres 
Fig. 28. 3km@r right - sporophores of Fl^mtala spp. m a deeariiJg silver 
maple limb 

Fig. 29. l%ollota adtposa sporophores forming on pre­
viously eut silver maple section 
Fig. 30. Sporophores of P. adiposa on stump of "positive" 
silver maple frc® which this fungus had been 
isolated 

fig# 3.3.• Sf©r©i5li©i»®» ®f adiBoaa* ani po«sibl« 
,aee©®pa«^ing 4«€ayi la a fal.l«a silver maple 

Fig# 32. Two week ©Xa ctaltmr© of PhollotB §^^1% 
Fig. 33. Wormtlm of atipoaa sporophore in culture 
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Fit# 3%. fw© w@@k ©Id eultw® of Folyporo® liieiaus 
rig« 3^* flam©€ lne3?^®iit ©©yes ©©ntamiaated by 
spp* 
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Yalldatlng ctaltur© detennlnations# This evidence indicated 
that P. adlBOsa was the primary caw.se of decay in these trees# 
Failure to obtain foasidiaiaycetes from highly decayed 
trees was attributed to either disintegration of mycelium 
from well-decayed wood, or to preponderance of secondary 
organisms which suppressed growth of the desired fiingi. The 
type of rot found in these trees falls largely into two 
classes! one being somewhat sponge-like in nature and often 
accompanied by a profusion of insect tunnels (Fig. 38), and 
the other, a yellow-brown, turning dark brown with age, 
stringy-type rot (Figs* 36, 37)* Decay caused by P. adluosa 
Figs. 30, 31) appeared to be similar to the former type which 
was most coraiaon. 
Culture identification method 
Mone of the cultures obtained from Increment cores was 
successfully identified through the use of the culture iden­
tification method# This was not totally unexpected as the 
culture identification key is far from complete. Unknown 
cultures were separated into five groups on the basis of 
cultural similarities. The first group Included all but 
twenty-two of the unknowns (Fig. 39)* Although this group 
contained variations in the form of mat appearance, relative 
number of chlamydospores produced, formation of basidia, and 
rate of growth, they still were suspected to represent one 
Mgm 36. stariagy type mt 
3f* ^pei- 3Pight - y@llem^hr&mf tmmim dark hrmm^ strisgy type rot 
fig* 38* %per l@ft - ap^»-lik® typ® of deeay aee€«Bptiii«i by a prefttsioa 
uf insect 
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Cultmml wrlatioft within th© sp«ei®s gtmog pf^nfaQia 
hm h#« wmprnt^S. W M©m@« Cl9t9) and more roeently, for 
.g»#® aim©«m«.» hy ISelthh (1953) ^ miptiMished thesia* 
fh® m#3Et tw® JLariey .g^ompa w®r@ separated aoleiy ©a the 
hasis ©f the pfeienee ©f ©hl«ydoap©res* Seither one ©f 
these grmpB was thought to reprea^t a single apeeies* The 
heterog^eity present in the ©idtureaf eharaeteyijsed by the 
ahsenee mt ©h3.asiyi®«p@rea | was eai^plified W th© calttupea 
aM iWlg* %1)* fhe f©wth g7©up, eon-
taiising httt foiar icataaowas, was sepaifated ©a th© hasii of 
»y©®|Lial;-.;pipiimtati©n. Ctig* %a)# These were suspeeted to 
irepretea't mm ape©iea« fhe final gxtmp ©OTisiated of only one 
©mlturei diasoeiated from the rest by the singular appearance 
of its »y©elial »at. With th# kind* pewission of .Dr. HohleSf 
a seleeted grottp of twenty mkmmm has been forwarded to 
her laboratories for pesaibl® identifieation#^ At th© time 
©f this writing n© reaialts have been received • 
In©r«a©iit Borer fe©haiq.iae Ivalnation 
A total of "negative" trees was o^at as checks ©n the 
field ©tttttre techaitme# fr» this n«isb©r| three trees ex­
hibited signs ©f decay at th® 1 f©ot level# fwo of the trees 
were fotind t© ©ontaia ©^ff-center decay which had been entire­
ly »issed by both borings C^ig* « Eeports on ©cci:irrenee 
©f aetive n^celi*!® of a ntmber ©f wood-rotting fiangi indicate 
that horizontal, 8pread,| bei^nd th© borders of visible decay^ 
Fit# "Hagatlve" trme eontalziliig ©ff-e«at«r deeay 
antiraly iaisse<l by both borii^s, th® lattar 
isill^ataa by the fonaation of pathologieal 
haartirooi 
Fig. Pathologieal haartwoe»d aeeompaaied by stain 
ajaii iuieiag storaf# of th® «®etion, th© growth 
of basiSimyoatoms myealim 
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average frcffi 1/3 ineh to 2 inches (Welch 19^9 )• Assuming 
that an average of this distance applied in the present casei 
it was apparent why cores from these trees produced "negative" 
results# fhe third tree contained intermediate decay helow 
1 foot and incipient decay above this level. 
A reason for applying this technique at the 1 foot 
height on the tree trunk was to prevent degradation, by decay 
or stain fungi, of the "valuable" wood of the butt log* In 
addition, as past studies have revealed that bore holes 
plugged with dowels resulted in fewer numbers of decay cases 
(Hepting, ^  19^9# Lorenz 19^^)» all bore holes were 
treated in this manner. While incidence of decay resulting 
frcm these borings was not tabulated, it was observed that 
decay was restricted generally to cankered bore holes. 
Sporophores of Sehizophyllum coiaamne and Polvnorus pareamenus 
were found at a number of bor® holes. The plugged bore holes 
of a few "positive" trees formed "moist chambers" in which 
mycelial masses developed from existing decayed wood. In one 
case, sporophores of the decay fungus P. lucidus were fonsed 
at the entrance to each bore hole, in addition to the forma­
tion of Internal mycelial masses (Figs. 17» 18). 
Pathological heartwood was formed, as a result of these 
borings, in every section examined (Fig. ^ 3)* This heartwood 
followed the course of the bore hole, extending for a short 
distance on either side. Vertically, the heartwood also 
followed the course of the bore hole, extending for distances 
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varying ffraa a few Inches to over a foot In length, In one 
Instance, for a distance of ^  feet. As the vertical distance 
fro® the hore hole increased, the pathological heartwood 
always decreased Inwardly from the outer edge* 
Stain, of undetermined origin, accompanied the formation 
of pathological heartwood in many instances* In "negative" 
free #38, as well as in a number of "positives", mycelia of 
haaidioaycetous fungi were found growing on the outer edges 
of stained heartwood (Fig. hh)t This would indicate that, 
at least, some of the stain was due to fungus activity; the 
fungi having gained entrance through the bore holes or, in 
the case of the "positive" trees, having already been inter­
nally situated. There was always the possibility too, that 
the mercuric chloride used as a disinfectant might be causing 
a portion of this stain. However, no checks were present 
with which to substantiate the suggestion. 
A good deal of trouble was escperienced with contaminants 
in eulturing increment cores• This seemed to hold true re­
gardless of the care taken to maintain sterile conditions. 
As a result it was believed that a number of contaminants 
were natural inhabitants of soft maple wood. The fungus, 
Arachniotus spp., a fairly comaon contaminant in the Amana 
areas, was thought to be in this category. Flaming and re-
culturing cores contaminated by Arachniotus spp. were not 
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sw.ce®ssfiil| th© fmgus reappearing rapidly and overrimning the 
cores (Fig. 35)* ^ the case of other contaminants, recultur-
ing often proved successful. 
Thulium X-ray Iftiit 
When a radiograph of a homogenous, cylindrical solid is 
examined with a densitometer, and the resultant readings plot­
ted, an even, concave curve is expected. This holds true if 
the film is wrapped evenly about the solid and the x-ray, or 
gamiaa, source is trained proportionately over the entire sur­
face of the filEi* The film center, which is both farthest 
away from the source, as well as behind the thickest portion 
of the cylinder, is least dense and produces therefore, the 
lowest densitometer readings. As x-ray intensity reaching 
the film is governed both by the distance between it and the 
source, varying inversely with the square of this distance, 
and the density of the intervening specimen, it can readily 
be seen that the central portion of the film would be least 
exposed and, correspondingly, of lowest density. 
Initial laboratory experiments with the Thulium X-ray 
Unit yielded results of this nature when radiographs of lathe-
turned silver maple logs were examined and recorded on graphs. 
Curves obtained from densitometer plottings of these radio­
graphs were symiaetrieal and, subsequently, were termed 
"normal" curves. When holes were bored into these wooden 
cyliiiders and radiographs taken, the resultant density curves 
were not entirely symetrical <Fig. At the point on 
the film opposite these holes an Increase in film density 
occurred, denoting a decrease In wood density somewhere be­
tween that position on the film and the radioactive source. 
Filling on© of these holes with decayed wood resulted in 
smaller density loss on the x-ray film and, correspondingly, 
a smaller increase in density on the plotted curve (Pig. 
kn indication of this density loss was obtained by following 
the smooth trend of the curve, thereby reconstructing the 
"normal" curve, and observing the amount of deviation from 
••nonaallty" • 
Mhile the use of a lead-backed cassette intensified 
(Fig« ^5), to some extent, defects within these logs, its em­
ployment required an increase in exposure time. As a result, 
only cassettes without lead backing were used in field-
testing the Thulium X-ray Unit. 
A tc5tal of 11^ exposures were made on living trees of 
varying diameter (APFEIfl>IX, fable 5)» Seventeen trees were 
x-rayed twice, the second exposure being taken at a position 
approxiffiately 90 degrees from the first. Only a small per­
centage of these trees were found to contain actual decay in 
the bole area x-rayed. Irregularities in the shape of the 
bole were plentiful, however, and provided interesting devi­
ations in the film density pattern. These irregularities 
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took the shape of either flattenings on th© face of the bol© 
(Fig. H6), or involutions (Fig. ^ 7)» The density pattern of 
Tree #28l (Fig. H6) showed th© extent to which a "typical" 
flattened face wotiM effect a "normal" curve (Fig. ^ 8). 
Involutions produced on film the same effect as would a cavity 
in the hole and resulted in high density deviations on the 
plotted density curve (Fig* H9)» Close correlation was ob­
tained in 59 out of 73 positional comparisons made "between 
external irregularities on the bole and film density changes, 
fwelve film were uniform in density (Fig. 50), correctly in­
dicating sound, syiaaetrical boles (Fig. 51)* 
Decay was apparent in only 22 sections which had been x-
rayed. Intermediate decay, generally typified by brashy-
appearing wood (Fig* 52), was most prevalent, fhis stage of 
decay was accompanied by little structural breakdown of wood 
and, as a result, little indication of its presence was ob­
tained. Evidence of such decay was apparent only in films 
exposed to logs of small diameter (APHSM)IX, fable film 
16). As might be expected, the resultant deviation in the 
density curve was slight* Intermediate decay was even more 
difficult to distinguish when present within a major portion 
of the cross-sectional area of the bole (Fig. 18; APPENDIX, 
fable 5, film 120). The slight accompanying density change 
was transferred to the upper ends of the film, or curve, 
where it was not readily apparent. In the case of larger logs. 
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there was either an indefinite indication of intermediate 
decay <Figs» 5^, 55)» or no evidence whatsoever on the film. 
Detection of intermediate decay was not possible when flat 
portions or involutions affected the same portion of the 
film (Figs* 52, 56). 
Difficulty was encountered also in the determination of 
advanced decay (Figs# 53? 57s ^8? 63., 62) because of the prox­
imity of external irregularities. This was illustrated by 
the cross-section of free 523 (Fig. 58), and its accompanying 
density curve (Fig. 59)• Advanced decay was present within 
the heartwood of this section in a position to affect film 
density from 16 to 32 cm. Externally, the bole was widely 
disfigured by deep Involutions, and determination of film 
placement was a problem. The film finally was placed against 
the least disfigured portion of the bole where these irreg­
ularities would least affect a radiograph of the central 
portion of the tree. The resultant curve revealed a con­
figuration similar to the shape of the position on the bole 
to which the film was attached# However, evidence of rot, 
while somewhat confused, was Indicated by the continual den­
sity change eadlsting from 16 to 32 cm on the density curve. 
The position of the Thulium X-ray Unit was Important in 
the determination of decay in trees. A good example was 
Tree 8l (Fig. 11) and its corresponding density curve (Fig. 
60). Upon sectioning, this log was found to contain a 1^ -
inch diameter hole caused by the decay of an enclosed sprout, 
Fig* BmetXm. of fr®# 23I ©shlbiting a pocket of 
ieeay boMering oa one eni of the film 
plaeement 
fig. 5^# Seotioa of Tree 12^ eontaiaing two small areas 
of latermediate decay at height of exposure 
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or "branch, stub. The Unit had heen positioned in such a man­
ner that when the film cassette was placed directly opposite, 
this hole affected l^f to 17 oa» or the end, of the film# This 
portion of the film shoi^ed a rapid, or steep, rise in den­
sity as contrasted to the unaffected part of the film. Here 
then, decay was indicated through a steep rise in density on 
one side of the curve. A similar situation occurred with 
Tree 231 (Fig# 53)• This type of density pattern was further 
complicated in another case by the presence of an involution 
on the bole which, together with the decay, affected the 
sane area on the film (Fig# 61). Again, a rise in density 
was noted at one end of the density curve (Pig. 63)* In this 
case however, the density deviation provided little indica­
tion of any internal defect and was believed due instead to 
the presence of the involution. 
Instances were noted in which sizable areas of advanced 
decay were present within the section x-rayed (Fig. 53)> yet 
in which density change, on the affected portion of the film, 
was rather small. The density pattern of Film $6 (Fig. 6^) 
indicated a loss in density froia 21 to 35 cm in which area 
the highest rise in density was 7 cm. Considering that ad­
vanced decay as well as flattening of the bole affect much of 
the same area on this film, the amount of density lost was 
very small. The saae result was encountered in analysis of 
the density pattern of Tree 713 (Figs. 61, 63)» in which a 
sizable amount of decayed wood was present. The apparent 
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r©t®ntioii of density within these areas might h© attributed 
to the increase in water absorption often fomd associated 
with wood decay, fhis was supported by the observation of 
Eucker (19^0) that the analysis of density differences was 
complicated by the greater absorption of x-rays by "wet" rota 
than by **dry^* ones* 
The advanced decay visible within free 3S0 (Fig# 57)» 
while not as extensive as that found in the above two examplesj 
was surrounded by a smaller cyliMer of wood and occupied, 
therefore, a ccMparabl© portion of the bole» An elimination 
of its density pattern (Fig# 6^) revealed a high point of 
density loss of h em, fhis small density deviation and the 
gradual manner in which it occurred made difficult the fit-
ting of a **normal" curve and its subsequent diagnosis# An 
attempt therefore was made to calculate the exact placement 
of this portion of the "normal" curve. Part of the left por­
tion of the curve, having been attained from the exposure of 
the apparently sound and sysiaetrical left side of the bole, 
was considered to be "nomal**. Next measur^aents were taken 
froia the point at which the source had been exposed to 
various points on the opposite, left side of the bole. These 
measurements were compared with similar ones taken through 
the decayed right side of the bole* When two such measure-
mants coincided, one on the sound side of the log, and the 
other on the decayed side, their plotted points were checked 
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and "brought to an equal "by ao-^ement of the point on the right 
side of the graph# For example, at 21 aM cm on the per­
imeter of the log, equal distances, 22*2 em, to the point of 
tMit placement were found to exist (Fig# 65)• At these 
points on the graph the plots were checked and it was found 
that the sound portion had a density reading of 1021 whereas 
the decayed portion had a corresponding reading of 103^* The 
latter reading was plotted to the 1021 level. The difference 
between these two plottings, measured in centimeters, repre­
sented the loss in density at 22»2 cm on the log^ or film, 
due to the included decay# 
This plotting method was att^ipted on a few other logs, 
including free 729 (Fig# ^9), each of which was irreg­
ular in shape# A singular lack of success resulted5 the 
calculated density points being far removed from the plotted 
ones and inconsistent with the overall shape of the bole. 
This possibly might have been attributed to a difference in 
density existing between portions of the irregular bole. 
Th© strongest indication of decay, up to 2^ cm, was 
recorded for Tree 706 (Fig. 66). The cross-section of this 
tree (Fig. 10) is not entirely illustrated as some of the 
wood contents were lost in transit. The missing wood was 
spongy and presmt only in patches, being separated as a 
result of insect galleries and complete decomposition of in­
tervening wood. Considering extent of wood deterioration in 
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this bole, it was Interesting to note that the "normal" 
ctarire still cotiM be applied. Apparently, little sound wood 
is required for its suggestion. Considering the relatively 
small diameter, 8*2 inches, and the extent of decay, the 
amotjnt of density loss recorded was relatively small. This 
could have been due to the spongy and water-soaked condition 
of the included wood* 
The density curve (Fig. 67) of Tree 170 (Fig. 62) pro­
vided an emmple of decay and density correlation, through 
use of the "normal** curve, despite the presence of a compli­
cating irregularity of the bole, the x-rayed section of this 
tree contained an area of advanced decay, measuring 5^* by 3 
inches, concentrated within the left portion of the bole, 
fhe position of rot dictated that it be evidenced, if at all, 
in that area of the density pattern curve included within 6 
to 2^ cm. An increase in film density, denoting a wood den­
sity decrease, was observed from 9 to 2^ cm, correlating well 
with the position of rot. A slight flattening of the bole 
also occurred within the decayed area, 12 to 2h cm, casting 
doubt on validity of the preceding analysis. However, loss 
of density was too high, 9 cm, to attribute it solely to the 
flattening. To substantiate this, a comparison was made with 
the density loss that occurred from 26 to 33 cm and which 
also measured 9 cm at its highest point. This density loss 
was traced to an involution extending from 23 to 33 cm on 
the bole. As a higher loss in density is created by the 
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presence of an involution, than by a slight flattening of the 
bole, the two high points in density loss should not have 
been equal unless some other contributing factor was present, 
this factor, it must be assumed, was the pocket of advanced 
decay. 
An interesting case of internal defect and its radio­
graphic analysis was provided by Film 108 (APPENDIX, Table 
5). A high density loss was noted from 18 to 26 cm on the 
film# When comparisons of the density pattern were made with 
the bole section it was discovered that one of the bore holes, 
penetrating more than halfway through the section, had its 
origin at 22 cm, and its path pointed directly at the position 
held by the eicposure source. The x-rays apparently were 
scattered after ©mittance through this hole, causing a dark­
ening for ^ em on either side of this point on the film. 
The x-ray films, which had their long axes positioned 
vertically when exposed, were read densitMsetrically across 
the mid-section of both axes. Iiengthwise examination was 
conducted to determine the possibility of a longitudinal 
x-ray inspection of trees. As the primary purpose was simply 
to inspect the type and extent of the resultant density 
pattern curve, vertical checks of these exposed trees were 
not obtained# fhe curves were inverted similarities of those 
obtained when film was wrapped lengthwise about the bole; 
differing only at the eMs of the curves which tended to 
105 
level and then rise# A "normal" density curve, indicating 
soundness of the bole longitudinally, was illustrated "by the 
density graph of Film 27 (Fig. 68). 
Seven films were discarded due to either "swirl" marks, 
resulting from poor processing, or to pressure marks* The 
latter, which appeared on film as dark, irregular marks, were 
presumably due to handling while the emulsion was soft# 
Softening of the emulsion, occurring when the film temperature 
was raised, would probably have come about under field condi­
tions • 
fhe films used in this study were all obtained during 
August 1955# they were stored continuously at ^3 degrees F,, 
except for their period of use in the field. The film ex­
piration date was December 1956? however, by October 1956 
fog level had risen to a point where check films were uncom­
monly high in density (Fig. 69)* Films of approxiniately the 
same age were stored at the Atomic Research Building contin­
uously in a regular refrigerator. Checks were run on these 
and high fog levels were obtained also, although they were 
not as high as those encountered on previously tested film. 
As a result of this high fog level, x-rays taken during the 
latter part of the study were consistently high in density. 
This made necessary the use of the internal scale on the 
densitometer to obtain film density readings. This scale is 
more coarse than the external one and the readings would not, 
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necessarily, as acctarate# The lack of homogenity of the 
ch©c5k films I prestJiaably resulting from the high fog levels 
may ha-^e also affected the accuracy of these readings* This 
would be especially true in the case of underexposed film# 
aicidence of Basidiomycetous Fungi 
A total of 1^8, or 39 per cent, of the trees sampled in 
the liedges area was found, by the use of the increment borer 
culture method, to contain basidiomycetous fungi (APPENDIX, 
fable 2). In the South Imana area the number of "positive" 
trees was 51, or 25 p®r cent of the total (APPEITOIX, Table 3) 
and in the Homestead area the figure was 5B, or 22 per cent 
(APPENDIX, fable 
To determine the effect of age upon incidence of basidio-
mycetes, the "positives" were tabulated by age classes for 
the areas separately and cumulatively. It was impossible to 
obtain valid results from the Ledges and South Amana areas 
individually because of insufficient age classes* Only the 
Homestead area contained enough spread in age classes to war­
rant a separate analysis. The Inclusion of the other two 
areas, with the Homestead one, was done to increase the sample 
size in lower age groups. As might be expected, graphs of 
the Homestead area and combined areas indicated a rapid in­
crease in incidence of basidiomycetes in the 90 and 100 plus 
age classes (Figs. 70, 71)• The age classes, below 90 years 
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did not #xMblt a tendency toward higher incidence of "infec­
tion*' with increasing ag@| rather, they indicated a higher 
incidence within the three lowest age classes than within the 
four higher ones# A possible explanation for this was that 
aa expression of vlgm rather than of age was being encountered, 
fhe aa^ority of the 20 to ^ 9 year old trees lay within sup­
pressed and intermediate crown classes, both of which had been 
found to contain the greater majority of "infected" trees. 
As crown classes were considered indicators of vigor, there 
was the possibility that vigor was overshadowing the effects 
of age. This would result in higher percentages of incidence 
within the lower age groups# In the case of the 90 and 100 
plus year old trees with all being dominants or co-dominants, 
age appeared to be the important factor* 
To analyze possible effects of vigor upon incidence of 
"infection", the ntmber and percentage of infected trees with­
in each crown class were determined. From these data, graphs 
were constructed for individual areas, and collectively, for 
all three areas (Figs* 72, 73» 75)• These graphs indi­
cated a decrease in Infection with an increase in crown class. 
This was true especially of the Ledges sample, as the "infec­
tion" rat® decreased steadily frois per cent for the sup­
pressed class to a low of 23*5 per cent for the dominant trees 
(Fig. 72). The combined data for all three areas (Fig. 73) 
showed a similar decrease in percentage of basidiomycete in-
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clSence with increase in crown class. While both the South 
Imana and Homestead sampl©® indicated a decrease in the num­
ber of "infections" from the intermediate to the dominant 
classes, they also showed a decrease in "infection" rate for 
the suppressed class (Pigs# 75)• ^he latter condition 
was more evident in th© Homestead area where the ntamber of 
infections wa® higher within the intermediate and co-dominant 
classes than within the suppressed class* 
There was found in progressing from the Ledges area to 
the South Amana and, finally, to the Homestead area, tendency 
for the nunber of infections to become more evenly distributed 
among different crown classes# Possibly this could be ex­
plained by referring to the relative maturity, or age, of the 
three stands. In the lodges the majority of trees were ag­
gregated within the age classes, 30 to 59» definitely an even-
aged stand, the South Amana and Homestead stands differed, 
not only in the matter of age, but also in that both were 
typified as even-aged stands, bordered by uneven-aged ones, 
this latter condition applied laoreso to the Homestead area, 
where the uneven-aged stand occupied a sizable portion of the 
overall stand, than to the South toana stand where the uneven-
aged portion was minor in size. With respect to uneven-aged 
stands, the older trees are usually found in the overstory, 
or upper crown classes, faking the stand as a whole, the ef­
fects of vigor are largely masked by those of age. Applying 
111+ 
this to the present probleEi, it was conceivable that the upper 
crown classes of the Homestead stand were registering age as 
well as "rigor• In this case one would assume that the domi­
nants and co-dominants, relati'^^e to the other crown classes, 
would show a higher incidence of "infection" than that shown 
by similar classes within the lodges and South Amana standsi 
As Tigor, characterized by crown class position, has been 
seen to be an indicator of basidiomycete incidence in even-
aged silver maple stands, then diameter, which is also an 
indicator of vigor in even-aged stands^ should, itself, ex­
hibit an inverse relationship to this incidence. No hint 
of such a relationship was found to exist in the Homestead 
stand (Fig. 76)• As this area supported a sizable uneven-
aged group of trees this result was to be expected. The 
Ledges stand and, moreso, the South Amana one, showed a trend 
toward higher basidicmycete incidence with decreasing diameter 
(Figs. 77, 78). To reject the possibility that age might 
have been reflected in the latter results, the total percent­
age of "positives" by dbh classes was tabulated only for the 
combined 30 and year age classes. This was done collective­
ly for all three areas (Fig. 79)• 1?he graph showed an indi­
cation of decreasing incidence with increasing diameter from 
\ to 16 inch diameter classes, and then again from I6 to 22 
plus diameter classes# No apparent reason foi this stratifi­
cation has been noted. 
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Sacteiit of Beemy 
M priMmry pmrpmrn of th© cttltare teckalqtu© was ae-
tefmiiiatioa ©f tomtt mtf &m&y ©rigiaatliif at, or progressing 
down, near the 1 foot lev@l| was tabnlated separately froa 
that wfelola was eonflnei to the mpper portion of the bole* 
A®tl¥# mycelia of a nwiber of wood-rotting fnngi have been 
fowd to oeemr vertleaily in apimrently soiand wood of living 
tre##^for ti«taw#s varying fr«i f to fM inehes beyond visible 
signs of deeay fUeleh lf^f )» »@wever» an average of 1 to 2 
feet would be eaipeoted for these fwngi (Wagener and Davidson 
19^) • III the pres«at study» 2 feet was assmed to have be.ea 
the ffiaacl«i» vertioal penetration of myeelitim beyond the last 
visible signs of deeay* As a resmt, any deeay noted within 
first 3 feet of the bole was ©onsldered to have been 
mmM by the fingms emltiarei fro» the 1 foot level • All 
deeay visible fro® 1 to 3 feet en the bole was subsequently 
tersei "bmtt rot**! regardless of the height at iriaieh it had 
gained entra.nee# the full eactent of this butt rot was meas­
ured, fegardless of how high it penetrated, and its widest 
diameter noted* fo gain a sore thoro-ugh knowledge of the 
defeet eoatained within the entire 16 foot butt log, all deeay 
was measured within this portion of th© tree and the InforBsa-
tion ta,balat@d separately from that of butt rot. fhe total 
ni»ber of positive trees was not suffieient for an analysis 
by iadividiial stands so the data were assembled eolleetively 
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for btitt rot "by age class (APPENDIX, Table 6) and by dbh class 
(APPIMDIX, Table 8)» The data on decay within the entire 
sixteen foot log were treated in a similar manner (APPENDIX, 
Tables 7 and 9)« 
A trend toward increase in extent of butt rot was shown 
to escist with increase In age (Pig# 80), although inconsist­
encies, possibly due to sample size, were present. The aver­
age rate of increase in the diameter of decay was more indic­
ative of age than was the average increase in height (Fig* 
80)• While a general increase in butt rot was indicated by 
dbh class, the trend was not as apparent as that indicated 
by age (Fig* 81)• Similar studies by White (1953)j in even-
aged white pine stands, showed that diameter was, in such 
cases, a poor criterion of decay but was, instead, an indi­
cator of vigor# The same overall trend was obtained in the 
graphs for the entire 16 foot log (Figs# 82, 83). 
An indication of the rate of decay for the collective 
stands could be determined from these data but the accuracy 
of these calculations, due to the sraall number of samples in 
the upper age classes, would be in grave doubt. As a result, 
these calculations were not attempted-
A large number of the "positive" trees did not exhibit 
apparent signs of decay, either at the one foot level or above, 
which accounts for the relatively small amount of decay ap­
parent in the graphs• This frequent lack of visible decay 
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confused the relationship between the basidiomycetes isolated 
and the trees froe ^rfhich they were obtained. To check on the 
possibility that these fmgi might be causing decay lower than 
the 1 foot level, five of these trees were rectit at ground 
level or a small distance below. Decayed, overgrown branch, 
or sprout, stubs were found in two of the recut stumps and it 
was likely that the fungi isolated in culture were responsible 
for these defects. The possibility also existed that these 
fungi were root-invading organisms whose mycelia had advanced 
to the 1 foot level of the bole. Two factors favored this 
Dossibility: one ¥as the lack of wounds at the butt of a 
large number of these trees, indicating either root or hid~ 
den bole defects, as entrance points? and the second, the 
appearance of these "positive", but not decayed, trees in 
groups characteristic of infection patterns of some root-
rotting fungi. However, the external appearance of these 
trees did not indicate the presence of any severe root damage. 
It was therefore hypothesized that these root-invading organ­
isms, if present, were existing in some type of "compatible" 
relationship with the host. Gosselin (19^) suggested a 
Diycorrhizal association might exist between spruce and 
Polyporus circinatus- the fungus causing a destructive butt 
rot only after the trees become older. 
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Decay Indicators 
Decay present within the first 16 foot log was traced 
to its origin^ whenever possible, and the external evidences 
of these entrance points were tabulated# In addition, ex­
ternal defects were exasined internally and presence or ab­
sence of decay was noted. A total of 226 defects were exam­
ined on the "positive" trees of all three areas and, of these, 
only 12 were classified as hidden# Similar studies in Iowa, 
by Genatix and Ktaenzel (1939)f in oak-hickory stands, revealed 
that defects in three out of every four trees were in evidence 
only after dissection of the tree# The remainder exhibited 
some outward sign of their presence, fhe hidden defects 
included overgrown decayed branches, sprouts, and wouMs (Fig# 
8H)» fhe average height of decay associated with these de­
fects was 2»67 feet. 
fhe decay indicators were separated into eight different 
groups and both their frequency of occurrence and average as­
sociated height of decay were calculated (Table 1). These 
eight groups were, in order of frequency, swollen knots, seams 
and scars, open wounds, dead branches, branch stubs, decayed 
knots, holes and miscellaneous. 
Swollen knots (Fig. 86), while frequently associated 
ifith decay, were indicative, on the average, of only a small 
extent of rot. This was probably due to grouping together 
all sizes of such knots necessitated by the limited number of 
Fig# S®©ti©a of silver laaplL® diselosing "hidden** 
deeay 
fig# 85* Seaaa la silirer ttapl# ladleatlire ®f aeeompanyiag 
decay 
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Table 1» Decay indicators 
Exterml defects 
and entrance 
Doints* 
Fre- $ of total Av. ht# 
quency frequency of rot per 
infection 
fo of total 
resultant 
rot 
Swollen knots 60 28 1.61 17 
Seams and scars hB 21 1.98 17 
Open wounds 28 12 C.5»6 22 
Bead branches 26 11 2.52 12 
Branch stubs 19 9 2.78 9 
Decayed knots 18 8 O.hh 1 
Hidden defects 12 5 2.67 6 
Holes 11 U 5.05 10 
Mis cellaneous h 2 8.62 6 
*1 - 16 feet on bole 
samples. With an increase in size, possibility of decay enter­
ing through such a defect was multiplied. This would be at­
tributed both to the increased amount of heartwood and added 
time required for healing, and holds true for dead branches, 
branch stubs, and visibly decayed knots. In the case of the 
latter defect increased diameter of the knot caused increased 
spread of decay to the main bole of the tree. 
Holes in trees were generally found at the site of former 
branches (Figs. 87» 88), or at the butt. The latter was usual­
ly due to decay of attached "companion sprouts" (Fig. 89). 
Again, diameter of the defect would influence spread and 
extent of decay in the heartwood of the bole. This indicator 
•fig. at* H©le at th© "biatt ©atised by d#eay of a former 
^empmi.m «proat*' 
Fig# fO» i®©tion of maple and attached^ deeayed 
"©0!apaai©a spromt" mt at 1 foot to show the 
spread of decay throtighoat the eentral portion 
•©f the livla® maple 
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class, though not frequently found on lower portions of trees, 
was notable because of the associated high average extent of 
deca^r* 
Seams (Fig# 85) and scars, together with open wounds, 
were associated with highly variable amounts of decay. This 
is to be expected in such categories where the size of the 
defect may vary by many feet. Due to this variability, doubts 
might arise about the usefulness of such Information as the 
average extent of decay when associated with this type of in­
dicators. It should be understood that estimates of this 
nature are not generally expected to be accurate for individ­
ual trees, but are meant to be applied as averages for the 
individual stands (Boyc© and Wagg 1953)• Individually, open 
wounds accounted for the highest percentage of the total rot 
found in this study and were, as a result, of prime importance. 
Miscellaneous indicators included attached, decayed "com­
panion sprouts" (Fig. 92) and trunk grafts (Fig. 91), both 
of which occurred infrequently. Although the average extent 
of rot acccaapanying these Indicators was high, their scarcity 
relegated them to a position of minor Importance. 
Fire, the major cause of wounding in the hardwoods of 
the Appalachian Begion (Hepting and Hedgcock 1937) an-d graz­
ing, an important cause of root and butt wounding in farm 
wood-lots, were not evidenced in any of the three study areas. 
This accounted for the relatively small number of butt wounds 
encountered. 
fig* 91 • ©nteylag ttoough a trtjuk graft 
fig. 92m Bprmd ©f ^ @@my heti/men fused »*c«Mnpanion spromts** 
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fke of in eiren-^aged silver maple 
.itaais was fomi to €#@rease with lsie3?®aslng vigor, using 
©rowa elass as a eriterion of vigor# ^en dijli was use<3, a 
similar trend was ohserved hut results were indefinite* 
Both htttt rot and total rot were found to inerease with 
^imoreasing age and^ to a lesser deiree, with increasing dhh 
©.lass« 
th® eultural id^tifioation feey was ineomplete wit^ 
respect to mmhmit of included species and was difficult 
to apply* fh® possession of stock cultures of the various 
decay fungi found in tlie region, of study would he of invaluable 
help to a worker in this field| to the novice, indispensable* 
flioliota adiuosa was found to he associated with extensive 
"btttt decay in s»e of large# silver maples* Polvperus 
lucidus was assoeiated with a root and hutt rot of two trees 
included within the s.a»ple ani two not included* SteecharinuiB 
septi^tri-^Bale was fomd associated with th© hutt and trunk rot 
of «®. large aaple and gydia». erinaceoms with the trunk ©f another. 
the thulium X-ray ©adt was successfully used to indicate 
the presence of cavities and advanced decay in trees up to 
22 inches in #ia»et©r* Wnm. the hole of the tree was cylind­
rical lesser defects were discerned# imy irregularity of the 
hole, such as involutions and flat faces, were indicated hy 
high density areas on the fila* decayed areas, if present 
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in th© vicinity of such irregtilarities, usually were masked 
hy the latter defeat# To interpret exposed film, an outline 
of th© area of the bole covered by the x-ray film was neces­
sary# It is recoKimended that a malleable wire be pressed 
against th® portion of the tree trunk covered by the film; 
this outline to be carefully transferred to heavy paper and 
its center accurately marked* Caliper measurements should 
be made from the position on the bole at which the center of 
the film rested, to the point on the opposite side against 
which the x-ray source was situated, fhe outline of the por­
tion of the tree exposed, and the distance of its central 
point from the Ifeit can then be used to plot th© "calculated 
normal" density curve# 
External Indicators of decay have been tabulated and, 
although the sample was snail, could prove of use to timber 
workers interested in silver maple. 
fhe increment borer culture technique determined occur­
rence of butt-decay and butt-Inhabiting fungi. Error was 
Introduced when off-center decayed areas were not penetrated 
by the increment borer# Although sterilized tools were used 
and th© bore holes plugged, stain and sap decay fungi were 
introduced. 
Pormation of pathological heartwood occurred along the 
path of all bore holes, extending vertically for distances 
varying from a few inches to over a foot. !I!his heartwood 
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could eonceivably serve as a bridge to the inner heartwood 
enabling heart-rotting fungi to by-pass the sapwood* Its 
occurrence is worthy of further investigation. 
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APPENDIX 
TaMe 2, Basidlcmyeete ineiaenoe by DBH cjlass anfl age class 
for th© Ledges Stat© I^rk area 
BBH elass Age ©lass 
30-^ 39 HoJ^9 50-59 60-49 
< ^ 4 M »   ^ m ^ f l p  
fotals total 
positive 
_iii 
Fraction 
positlir© 
_iij 
•^0«^ .9 
5.0-5.9 
6»0»6»9 
7.0-7-9 
8.0-8.9 
9.0-9.9 
10,0-10.9 
11•0—11#9 
12.0-12.9 
13.0-13.9 
1^ .0-1^ .9 
15.0-15.9 
l6«0—16*9 
17.0-17.9 
18.0-18.9 
19.0-19.9 
20.0-20.9 
21.0-21.9 
22.0-22.9 
23.0-23.9 
2if.0-2^ .9 
25.0-25.9 
k 
3 
10 1 
8 k 
6 6 
11 11 
h 
2 
3 
2 
k 
1 
2 
8 1 
7 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
3 1 
i I 
k % 
9 12 
8 5 
Ih 
10 
8 
10 
9 
11 
k 
7 
1 
2 
6 5 
3 e 
1 1 
3 
1 3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
5 
11 
15 
20 
22 
3f 
36 
3H 
3^ 
21 
27 
22 
21 
19 
11 
16 
9 
6 
5 
2 
2 
0 
2 
7 
8 
15 
15 
20 
11 
6 
8 
10 
6 
5 
11 
1 
7 
1 
1 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.636 
.533 
.750 
.555 
.323 
.176 
.380 
.370 
.273 
.238 
.578 
.090 
.^ 37 
.111 
.166 
.1+00 
.000 
.000 
.000 
faMe 2. (Contirmed) 
DBH class 
30-39 
km cla^ $^ 
•4. •• 
WW 60-69 
•f 
Totals Total 
positive 
Fraction 
positiire 
(*y 
26#0>»26«9 
27.0-27.9 
28«0-2a.9 
29.0-29.9 
30.0-.30»9 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
.000 
.000 
1.000 
Table 3* BasMlomyeete incMenc© by DBH class and ag© class 
for the Sotith Mam area 
DBH class ^ AK© C lass fotal total Fraction 
20-29 30-39 if.0-^ 9 50-59 60-6< ) 70-79 pesitiv© posltiTe 
m •f + wm- "f •» 4 • C+) 
V#0-^«9 2 7 7 16 9 .563 
5.0-5.9 1 1 6 6 Ik 7 .500 
6»Q-o»9 3 12 15 .200 
7.0-7-9 6 k 10 i .600 
8•0-8,9 5 5 10 5 .500 
9,0-9»9 1 1 9 11 1 1
 
0
 
10.0-10.9 3 8 11 3 .272 
11.0-11.9 5 6 11 5 .^ 55 
12.0-12.9 1 1 8 10 1 .100 
13.0-13.9 1 10 3 Ik 1 .071 
l^ .O-tt.9 2 8 10 2 .200 
15.0-15.9 10 10 0 .000 
16.0-16.9 2 8 10 2 .200 
17.0-17.9 5 2 7 0 .000 
18.0-18.9 3 1 0 .000 
19.0-19.9 5 1 1 7 1 .lif2 
20.0-20.9 1 2 1 8 2 .250 
21.0-21.9 2 3 1 6 0 .000 
22.0-22.9 1 1 2 2 6 1 .166 
23.0-23.9 1 1 2 1 .500 
2^ .0-2^ .9 1 1 2 0 .000 
25.0-25.9 1 3 k 0 .000 
faMa 3* (Continued) 
DBH class 
20*29 
+ 
,A .A 1 A 1 30-39 ')-o-if9 50-59 
+ "f" 
60-69 
+ 
70-79 
Total Total 
positive 
Cf) 
FraetiGii 
positive 
(f) 
26»0<»26»9 1 1 
1 
2 0 .000 
27.0-27.9 1 1 1.000 
28.0-.28,9 1 1 0 •000 
29.0«29.9 1 1 0 .000 
3O.O-.3O.9 
Table h, BasMicsffiycet® incidence by DBH class and age class 
for the I®estead area 
DBH class km class fo~ fotal Frac-
20-29 30-39 ^ 0-^ 9 >0-59 70-79 SO-69 90-99 100 tals posi- tion pos-
4- 4lHk - 4 •mm an* mm + . 4 - -f 
pltis 
mm m, 
tii?e 
{*} 
iti^ e 
(+) 
1 2 2 ? 2 10 3 .300 
5.0-5.9 % 1 1 2 1 9 2 .222 
o»0«^»9 1 3 3 1 1 1 10 k .ifOO 
7*0-7*9 1 If 1 2 1 2 11 2 .181 
o»0-8«9 1 1 1 2 1 10 2 .200 
9*0-9*9 2 1 3 1 3 10 1 .100 
10.0-10.9 1 2 2 2 3 10 h •¥)0 
11.0-11*9 1 1 2 3 3 10 k .i^ O 
12.0-12.9 2 1 k 10 1 .100 
13.0-13.9 1 1 1 If 11 2 .181 
1^ .0-1^ .^9 1 3 k 1 1 10 1 .100 
15.0-15*9 1 1 1 6 1 10 3 .300 
16.0-16.9 1 3 3 1 2 10 2 .200 
17.0-17.9 3 3 2 2 10 0 .000 
18.0-18.9 2 1 1 2 10 2 .200 
19.0-19.9 2 2 6 10 2 .200 
20.0-20.9 1 1 1 5 1 1 10 3 .300 
21.0-21.9 2 5 3 10 0 .000 
22.0-22.9 1 < 2 2 1 10 1 .100 
23.0-23.9 3 1 2 2 1 1 10 2 .200 
25.0-2if.9 1 1 3 3 1 9 5+ 
25.0-25.9 1 5 3 1 10 1 .100 
faMe k, (Continued) 
DBH class Me class 'fo- Total Frac-
20«29 30«39 ^ 0-^ 9 0^-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-^ 9 100 tals posl- tion pos-
plus tl^e itive 
«!• — •» 4- — "f — 4* <••4' mt 'fr — 4- — C'^ ) C 
26.0-26,9 2 1 5 11 10 1 *100 
27.0-27.9 3 1 3 1 1 1 10 3 .300 
28.0-28*9 3 1 2^ 10 1 .100 
29.0-29.9 1 1 1 2 5 1 .200 
30.0-30.9 1 32 2121 12 6 .500 
laMe Malysls of radiographs 
Film free Ma®- Ixpo- Position 
# # et0r stir© of d©a-
at (sill) sity 
If ft loss on 
film im 
from 
left of 
film) 
Caletilated position 
of density loss on 
fll® dtie to defects 
in x-rayed section 
Ce® frOTi left of 
film) 
Eemarks 
k 
5 
7 
9 
A 
10 
328 I6»k 125 20-25 
330 90 
321 11.8 kS 
285 12.0 ho 
277 13.5 70 
275 8.1 9 
289 7.2 6 
301 7.5 8 
1^ -23, 
26-31 
20-26, 
30-37 
6-9 
Smooth 
curve 
7i-9i, 
10-121-
19-23 Cintermed. 
decay) 
Swirl marks tvm 
processing 
Swirl mrks from 
processing 
lU-26. 27-33 (flat 
faces 5 
20-27* 30-^ +0 (flat 
faces; 
Pressure marks 
Kone 
5-10, 13-17 (flat 
faces) 
Density loss slight (2 m)i 
uncertain results 
Good correlation in both in­
stances 
Good correlation in both in­
stances 
Good results; soimd bole indi­
cated on film 
Poor results; heartwood (Vl^f 
ce) presmably contains incip­
ient decay not indicated on 
film; no explanation for density 
Film placed with long axis vertical on tree 
CCoatlfflaed) 
Hla Bian- Ixp©- P©sltloa Calcttlatai position 
# # eteif mm of of density lofs m 
at C®ia> sity flte dm© to defeets 
It ft loss ©a im z«ray@d s#etioa 
film C«® («ffi from, left of 
frm fllffi) 
l©ft of 
10-1 301 7*5 
12 232 12*1^ 
13 
Ik 
15 
16' 
i 
17 
19 1^.0 
17 %5 
25 5.2 
loss (up to 6 mm) tTm lO-l^l-
e® 
6 
50 
l*i-27 1^ 26 (involutions) Good correlation 
6-10, 
12.21, 
22-30 
li|-21. 23-36 (flat Correlation only for upper t¥o 
faees 5 flat portions 
80 l6i-32 1^ -32, 3^ -^ 0 (isTo- Good correlation for flat face 
lutions) cm midsection of bol® 
18 9-12, 
18-22, 
28-3^  
lV-20, 21-26 (flat Poor results | laacertain cor-
2i 9-
13 
57 7*5 7i 8-10 
60 8.0 9i 8-11 
faces 
7i-lli, 12-lWi 
(flat faces) 
7i'-llf (interned, 
decay) 
2-11 (slight 
flattening) 
relation 
Good correlation 
Intermediate decay apparently 
indicated 
Good correlation for a portion 
of the deviation 
(Continued) 
Film Tree Dian- Ixpo- Position Calculated position 
# # eter stir® of den* of density loss on 
at (min) sity filia due to defects 
li ft loss on in x-rayed section 
film (OT (em from left of 
from film) 
left of 
mm) 
leiaarks 
18 
18-1 
• 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
2^  ^
72 8,5 11 Smooth 
ctirve 
81 6,0 11-17 
26 15.3 11^  12-30 
110 15*5 130 
116 16.0 lk5 
10k 11.5 35 
157 16.0 150 
leij 
18-25, 
26-3^  
li+-27 
114-22, 
23-31, 
32-38 
Hone 
72 9-5 17 Smooth Hone 
cnr^e 
lU-17 (hole, 2" X 
IF) 
15-30 (deep invo­
lution) 
-^27, 28-36 (in­
volutions) 
Abundant pres­
sure marks 
13-2V (involution) 
Hone 
Good results; indicates smooth­
ness and symaetry of bole 
Good results; indicates smooth­
ness and synsetry of bole 
Steep rise in right hand side 
of curve Indicates high den­
sity loss 
Gtood correlation; density loss 
high (up to 21 cm) 
Good correlation; density loss 
varies with involution depth 
Fairly good correlation 
Poor results? reason for high 
(up to 13 cm; density losses 
unknown; densitometer readings 
checked twice 
f aMe 5 » (Contimed) 
PilB Tre© Biam- Ixpo- Pc5sition Calctilated position 
# # etep sere of den- of density loss on 
at (ffiin) sitJ fi!te due to defects 
li ft loss on In x-rayed section 
film ihm (cm from left of 
fro® f iliB) 
left of 
E©sarks 
26 63 12*0 
26-1 63 12.1 
27* 126 6.3 
28* 325 6,2 
28-1 325 6.3 
29 296 8,5 
25 170 1^ .0 80 9-2if. 
26-32 
UO 11-2^ +, 
26-33 
Ho li+-l6, 
161-23, 
23t-28 
H 10-I5i 
If 3-6 
U Smooth 
ciirve 
12 7-18, 
19-33 
6-2V (adT« decay), Good results| l)ole decay indi-
12-2if (slight flat- eated W fil® reading 
tening.) 23-33 (iiwo-
liation) 
7-2if5 26-38 (flat 
faees) 
Good correlation 
16-31 (flat faces) Good correlation 
6-15 (intermed* 
decay, 2" diam.) 
Hone 
Hone 
8-18, (flat face) 
18-32 (involution) 
CSood results for intermediate 
decay 
Syiffiietrical curve except for 
density rise from 3-6 cm 
Good results; sound, symmet­
rical bole indicated 
Good correlation 
fable f* (Contlimed) 
Film free Bias- Expo* Pssltlon 
# # eter sure ©f d@ii» 
at imln) sity 
li ft loss on 
film im 
ftm 
left of 
CalemlatM position 
of density loss on 
film dtie to defects 
in s:«^rayed seetlon 
(e® fr^ left of 
film) 
leiaarks 
30 
31 260 
32 
33 
33-1 
3^ 
197 
50 
50 
10,5 
5.5 
15.3 
10.0 
8.5 
10.1 
35 11^  7*6 
35-1 llif 8.0 
25 
3 
130 
20 
11 
21 
8 
12-15, 
19-29 
71-101, 
ll|-l3i 
12^2% 
13-2^ f 
15-21, 
2V-r 26 
16-2H, 
2^ -27, 
28-3^  
llf-20 
9-16, 23-31 (flat 
faees) 
Pair correlation 
7-12 (flat faces) Good correlation 
12-2^ (in^olmtioa) Good results 
10-20 (sapwood 
decay), 10-22 (flat 
face) 
Pressure marks 
16-22, 28-31 (slight 
flattening) 
8-17, 29-3^  (invo­
lutions ) 
llf-20, 28-32, 3^ -
36 (involutions) 
Density decrease due to involu­
tion overshadows decay loss 
Slight density losses corre­
spond with slight flat faces; 
sound bole indicated 
Good correlation in upper part 
of curve; otherwise poor cor­
relation 
Poor correlation 
fable (Cmtisoed) 
FIIb fr©e BiMi* Ixpo- Position Calenlatei p©sitiott 
# # ©ter smm of den- of density i©ss on 
at (Bin) sitj' film dia© to defects 
li ft loss oa in x-rayed section 
filji (m Cc® from left of 
from film) 
left of 
Remarks 
36 
i 
37 
38 
39 
ko 
ki 
k2 
15^  8.6 12 
166 5.0 2i 7I--10I 
100 13.6 100 
139 12.5 50 
31 17.5 230 
1^ -^30, 
31-35 
10-2^ ,^ 
26-32 
20-27, 
30-lt0 
k 11.5 
19k 7.1 
ko 8-lif, 
16-32 
Rresstire marks 
7-10 (slight flat-
teniag) 
12-30 (flat face) 
11-22, 25-35 
32-^2 (severe 
involution) 
Slight density loss correlates 
with slight flattening of bole 
Good correlation with wide 
flat face 
Good correlation 
High density loss (up to 20 cm) 
correlates with severe involu­
tion; density loss froa 20-27 
attributed to Unit placement 
against an involution 
10-30 (involution) Good correlation 
6i 3-B, 2-8 (deet) involu-
8i-10, tion), 8l-12i, 13i-
lli-13i 17 (involutions) 
Good correlation; density loss 
from 3-S cm is 10 cm 
faMe 5# (Coiitin«e3) 
Film free Dlaa- Ixpo- Posltioii 
# # eter sure of <len-
at (mln) sity 
li ft loss on 
fllffi Ces 
froia 
left of 
film) 
Calculated position 
of density loss on 
film due to defects 
in x-rayed section 
(em from left of 
film) 
Semarks 
iflf-l 
If? 
k6 
hB 
18 12.3 ko 
281 13.5 
281 13.5 
119 11.0 
112 10.0 
125 13.8 
Ikk 6.5 
65 
65 
29 
I6i-29i, 18-28. 31-38 (flat 
30-32 faces; 
17-32 16-32 (flat face) 
-^12, 
15-1§ 
Smooth 
cnrr© 
20 13-25 
65 
H 11-16 
15-25, 
20i-25 
217 8.8 13 18-21^ , 
2if-28 
3-1^ , 22-38 (flat 
faces) 
None 
llf-22 (slight flat­
tening) 
16-18^  (!•" decay), 
23-32 (decayed knot) 
12-18 (slight invo­
lution) 
16-22. 23-33 (flat 
faces 5 
Good correlation 
Good correlation 
Poor correlation 
Good results; sound, symmet­
rical bole indicated 
Density loss indicated, corre­
lates ¥ith slight flattening 
of bole 
Ifeicertain correlation between 
decay and film density losses 
Slight density loss corresponds 
with slight involution on bole 
Correlation indicated 
faMe 5» (CoBtlaTOd) 
FilB free Dias- Ixpo- Positiom Caleulated position Remarks 
# # eter sure of den- of density loss on 
at (sin) sity fito dm© to defects 
li ft loss on in x-rayed sect ion 
film (cm Ceii fro® left of 
fro® film) 
left of 
film) 
50 11 7.8 7i 16-25 lone Very slight density losses (up 
to 2 as)? sound hole indicated 
50-1 11 7.8 7i 12-31 11-30 Good correlation 
51-1 6 11.2 29 21-25, 
26-30, 
31-33 
25-3^ (flat face) Good correlation! register of 
Involution and decay on saffie 
portion of bole prevents deter­
mination of the latter 
52 61 13»1 110 15-18, 
23-30 
7-18, 22-32, 33-^ 2 
(involutions) 
Two defects correlate. Involu­
tions near end of film do not 
usually register clearly 
53 2^ 2 10.7 26 26-30 10-20 (slight flat­
tening ) 
Density loss slight; sound bole 
indicated 
53-1 2k2 10.3 22 8-36 Mone Poor results: no apparent rea­
son for density loss 
5H 259 11.2 30 10-20, 
22-31 
lH^ -21, 27-32 (slight Good correlation with involu-
involutions) tions; 1 inch interned, decay 
at bole center liot indicated 
5H-1 259 10.5 25 2V-3V 6-10, 20-32 (slight 
involutions) 
Ctoe inch intermediate decay at 
bole center not indicated 
Table 5 • (Continued) 
Film free Blaa- Expo- ftjsitios Calculated posltioa 
# # eter sure of dm- of density loss on 
at (min) sity film due to defects 
If ft loss on in x-rayed section 
film (cm frc® left of 
frc® film) 
left of 
Remarks 
55 269 6.7 5 
56 231 16»5 168 
100 598 15.5 125 
101 9^0 15«0 115 
102 k6B 12.0 ho 
103 H8l 15.7 120 
10k k65 11.5 35 
l8-25i, 
26-31 
20-35 
17-35t 
36-1+2 
13-31 
17-23, 
19-31, 
32-3^  
13-25, 
29-35 
19-25 di inch inter-Good results; presence of li 
ffied. decay)J 26-31 inch brashy decay at ceater Is 
indicated on the ctirve (involution) 
Zh-hZ {decay) 
17-28, 29-3^ , 35-
w 
12-30 (slight 
flattening) 
18-27, 28-32, 32-
kO (flat faces) 
Qood results! decay apparently 
indicated 
Gbod correlation 
Good correlation 
Good correlation 
20-35 (very slight Good correlation; 3A inch 
flattening) intermed. decay not indicated 
with flat face 
12-2H (large involu- Good correlation 
tion), 26-33 (small 
involution) 
fable CContlmed) 
PllB free Diam- Bxpo- Position Calimlatei position 
# # ©ter SOT@ of den*- of density loss on 
at Ciain) sity flla dtje to defeets 
If ft loss on in x-rayed seetion 
fil» {m Cea fro® left of 
frcaa film) 
left of 
film) 
Eemarks 
loii-l 12.0 35 16-27 8-13 (snail InTolti-
tion), 16-25, 32-^ 3 
(involutions} 
105 2^ 5»0 2i 9-12f 10-13i (flat face) 
106 713 1^ .5 90 8-13, 
iH—19} 
26-lfl 
0-26 (flat face), 
26-^2 (H" X 3" adv, 
decay) 27-k2 (invo­
lution 
107 V67 13*0 60 1W19, 26-HO (involution) 
27-kO 
108 k60 12,5 55 18-26 21-23 (bore hole) 
109 372 13.5 77 17-22, Hone 
2V-30 
Poor correlation 
Slight density loss correlates 
well with slight flattening of 
hole 
Good correlation though poor 
definition of decay; involution 
on bole aM x 3^' adv. de­
cay pocket indicated in same 
filjB area 
Good correlation 
Good results; borehole at 22 
cm points directly at tftiit 
position 
Poor results; no explanation 
for deviation 
TaMe (Continued) 
Film free Diaia-
# # eter 
at 
li ft 
Expo- Position Caimiated position 
stir© of den- of d@]^t^ loss on 
(min) sity film dae l;o defects 
loss on in x-rayed ^j^ction 
film (oa im from left of 
fro® film) 
left of 
film) 
Remarks 
110 379 6.5 
111 378 
113 
llk'^ 
115 
116 
385 
k2B 
398 
klk 
5 26-29 22-25) 26-29 (slight Slight density loss correlated 
flattening) with slight flattening? sotmd 
hole indicated 
2^ Smooth Ions 
cnrve 
112 380 9.0 15 20-31 19-30 (decay) 
8,2 
5.5 
6.7 
5.5 
10 Ui-10, -^10, 12-I5i (flat 
10|--l6i faces) 
Sapwood decay, present arotind 
entire periphery of log, not 
indicatedI smooth oar^e indi­
cates a sound, syKsetrical log 
Decay, indicated slightly on 
curre, accentuated by plotting 
"noraal" curve frcM sound por­
tion of bole 
Crood correlation 
5-lOi (flat face) Good correlation 
Swirl marks on film 
tTom processing 
3i 23-25 22-23 decay) Good results; decay in bole 
apparently indicated 
fa'bleS* CCoiitlmefi) 
Fil® Iree Blaia- Ixpo- Posltloa Caleulated position Remarks 
# # eter sure of i©n- of density loss oa 
at C®ln) slty film dm© to defects 
li ft loss on in x-rayed section 
film CcB frc® left of 
frc® fil®) 
left of 
film) 
118 k66 8.2 10 12-23I-, 11-22, 26-33 (severe Good correlation 
2^ --30 involtitionsl 
119 2^6 9.2 15 16-21, 21-29, 30-37 (flat Cbod correlation 
22-27, faces) 
28-38 
120 kk2 5*7 3i ^-10 ^-17 (intended• Decay and flat face affects 
decay), ^ -10 (flat same area? interpretation un-
face) certain 
121 2^7 7-9 9 Discarded dtie to "bore hole limediately below surface x-rayed 
122 H33 11.5 39 9-l7t 9-16, 18-25 (in^ olu- Good correlation 
17-29 tions) 
122-1 k33 10.5 25 16-38 18-28 (flattening), Sood correlation 
29-37 (involution) 
123* 556 ^.8 2 Pressure marks on 
film 
123-1*556 5.0 2i 9-lli 7-ll (flat face) Slight density loss correlates 
with flat face on bole; soiind 
bole indicated 
fable ^ • (Contlntted) 
Film Tree Diam- Ixpo^ Position Caleulat©d position 
# 
lesarks 
eter sure of den- of density loss on 
at Cfflln) sity film due to defects 
li ft loss on in x-rayed seetlon 
fllB im (m fro® left of 
from film) 
left of 
film) 
12h 369 5.5 
125 367 9a 
5-6i 
1^ Smooth 
curve 
126 389 9.0 16 
128 9^ 2 22,2 900 
128-1 9^ 2 23.2 930 
129 523 22.5 900 
26-J3, 
364O 
127 539 5.5 3 9i-ll 
12-17i, 
17i-25, 
31-3^  
16-19, 
20-.2lf, 
2H-32 
lone 
None 
25-33, 35-^ 2 (flat 
faces; 
10-13 (slight flat­
tening) 
7-12 (slight involu­
tion), 1^-Hl (dis­
colored heart) 
17-38 (slight flat­
tening ) 
Poor results; no reason appar­
ent for density decrease; hole 
souiid and symaetrleal 
Good results; smooth curve in­
dicates sound, sytBsetrical 
bole 
Good correlation 
Poor results; curve skewed at 
both ends 
Heartwood discolored dk. brown 
from Ih-'kl cm; density loss 
not attributable to heartwood 
condition; poor results 
Good correlation 
16-318-5 11-32 (decay), deep Good results; decay correlated 
Irregu- marginal involutions well with density loss 
lar margin 
tal)l8 5* (Coatlmai) 
FIIb free Biam- Expo- BDsitlon Calemlated position Remarks 
# # eter s«r@ of den- of density loss on 
at (min) sitj film due to defects 
li ft loss on in x-rayed section 
film (cffi (em from left of 
from film) 
left of 
131 356 12*1 ifO 18-31 20-26, 28-35 (slight 
involutions) 
Slight involutions correlate 
with density loss 
132 395 10.0 20 10-13, 
20-29 
20-27 (flat face) l^rtlal correlation 
133 80^  7.0 6 181-26 19-25 (flat face) Good correlation 
13^  810 7.0 6 20-2lf 19-23 (flat face) Good correlation 
135 706 8.2 n 16-28 10-35 (hollow and 
adv. decay) 
Decay well indicated 
136 729 11.0 30 8-10, 
12-21, 
21-38, 
39-41 
3-10, 13-19, 21-38, 
38i-if2 (involutions) 
Good correlation 
137 779 7.0 6 10-13, 
16-27 
lO'lk (flattening of 
bole), 16-26 (due to 
Good correlation 
oval bole 
138 816 6.2  ^ 16-26 None Ifiicertain results? no reason 
at 3* apparent for density loss 
fabl© (Contlmed) 
Filii Tree Dlaa-
# # eter 
at 
li ft 
Ixpo- Position Calculated position 
sure of den- of density loss on 
{min) sity film due to defects 
loss on in x-rayed section 
film (m (m from left of 
from film) 
left of 
filja) 
Beaarks 
139 820 5*0 
IkO* 823 5.0 
1^ 0-1*823 .^7 
llfl kBO 8.1 
l^fl-l kSO 7.7 
lk2* k^l 6.5 
lif3 3^2 13.5 
2 Smooth Hone 
cMr^e 
2 Smooth lone 
enr^e 
2|- 6-11 Wone 
9 21-23i, 21-23 (i" decay), 
25-30 20-2? (very slight 
involtition) 
Smoothness of curve ii:^icative 
of somid and symMetrical "hole 
Smoothness of ctirve indicati-re 
of sonnd and sysmetrical "bole 
Density loss very slight, bole 
Judged sound 
Intensed. decay in center of 
heart and involution of bole 
affect same portion of curve; 
intenaed. decay from 0-10 m 
not indicated 
6 8-21, 1^ -18, 21-2^  (decay) TMcertain correlation between 
21-i--25i, decay and density loss 
26-31 
Reading for short axis not taken 
66 16-36 8-1^ (slight invo- Slight flattening of bole, yet 
lution), 18-26, 28- density loss up to 7 cm; indi-
36 (very slight cates need for detailed meas-
flattening) urement of bole; good position­
al correlation 
faMe 5» (Continued) 
Fll» Tr®© Mas- Ixpo- Position Calettlated position 
# # ©ter sure of d®n- of density loss on 
at (ffiln) slty film due to defects 
li ft loss oa In x-rayed section 
fllE {m (em froii left of 
froffl flM) 
left of 
flla 
Hsmarks 
1^ 3-1 ^ 32 1^ ,3 So 17-19if 36-^ 2 (flat face) Poor results| small density 
20'"29, loss not correlated with Iwale 
30-33 shape 
ii%3 11,9 0^ 22«-28 Ion© tfticertaln results; no decay 
present 
lh5 
m 
kkO 8.1 9k 21-28 21-27, 29-32 (slight Birtlal correlation 
flattening) 
502 26.0 1080 ISicertaln Actual exposure time was 18 
hours. Calculated exposure 
was 37 hours. UMerexposure 
plus high fog level of film 
produced uncertain results. 
1^ 7 Hk 11.0 30 15-33 10-31 (severe flat- Good correlation 
tenlng and Involu­
tions) 
Table 6» Average erfcent butt rot by ag@ class for the 
Sotith Aaana-HcMestead-Iiedges areas 
ige class DBH class Aw* dlam» At. ht# Max# dlas. Max» ht, kv* dlam. A?, ht. 
rot rot rot rot 
in. in. ft. in. ft. 
5+.0- 5.9 .50 1.8B 2.0 7.5 
6.0- 7-9 .^00 3.00 k^O 3.0 
.^0-5»9 .78 .61 k^O 3.0 
6.0—7»9 .56 1.36 3.0 7.5 
8.0»'9*9 .60 1.3^  k.5 IH.O 
10.0-11.9 .89 1.07 5.25 5.5 
12.0-13^ 9 .06 .12 .5 1.0 
1^ .0-15*9 .78 1.78 if.O 9.0 
16.0-17.9 l.Ui 1.28 5.6 9.0 
18.0-19.9 - - mm -
if.0-5.9 .62 .69 2.0 3.0 
6.0-7.9 .97 1.81 2.5 5.0 
8.0-9.9 .63 .60 6.0 3.0 
10.0-11.9 1.03 1.5^  8.0 12.33 
12.0-13.9 1.07 2,2k !f.25 10.5 
llf.0-15.9 1.12 2.12 I4-.0 8.5 
16.0-17.9 .Ik .18 1.0 13.0 
18.0-19.9 2.75 1.08 13.0 13.0 
20.0-21.9 3.67 1.62 10.0 3.0 
22.0-23.9 - - - -
rot rot 
age class age class 
ln> ft. 
20-29 
30-39 
ifO-if9 
1.20 2.00 
.68 1.08 
1.38 1.56 
9)t 
Decay originating at, or progressing down to, the first three feet of the bole 
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TaMe 6. (Continued) 
Age class DBH class kv, diam. Av. ht. Max, diam. Max. ht. At. die®, kv, ht. 
pot rot pot rot rot rot 
in. in. ft. in. ft. 
28.0-29.9 .88 2.00 1.75 H.0 
80-89 1^ .^0-15.9 
30.0-31.9 13.25 12.75 19.0 22.0 
90-99 .0-25*9 1^ .00 6.83 16.0 10.0 
26.0-27.9 11.00 7.50 15.5 8.0 
30.0-31.9 13.33 6.00 26.0 8.0 
100-109 2it,0-25.9 3.50 10.00 3.5 10.0 
26.0-27.9 5.75 3.00 5.75 3.0 
30.0-31.9 8.75 .^00 8.75 .^0 
age class age class 
in. ~ ft. 
8.17 3.33 
8.83 8.50 
13.00 6.69 
6.00 •^67 
fable 7« A¥©rage extent rot in first 16-foot log for the 
South Aaana-Hciaestead-I^ges areas 
DBl elass Av. diam. iv. ht. Max. diam. Max. ht. 
rot rot rot rot 
Cin*) (in.) (ft.) (in.) (ft.) 
if.0-5.9 .88 1.88 2.0 7.5 
6.0-7.9 6.25 .^0 3.0 
V,0-5.9 .87 .6k .^0 3.0 
6.0-7.9 1.30 2.75 3.0 11.0 
8.0-9#9 1.25 2.22 5.5 lifr.O 
10.0-11.9 1.2% 2.25 5.25 10.0 
12.0-13.9 l*kl 3.69 3.5 26.0 
1^ .0-15.9 1.1? 2.11 .^0 9.0 
16.0-17.9 l.Mi- 1.28 5.6 9.0 
18.0-19#9 5.00 5.50 10.0 11.0 
if.O-5.9 .81 1.06 2.0 3.0 
6,0-7.9 1.9^  2.ifif 2.5 5.0 
8.0-9.9 l.k? 2.31 6.0 6.5 
10.0-11.9 1.19 3*k2 8.0 15.0 
12.0-13.9 1.82 3.1^  .^5 10.5 
lif.O-15.9 1.12 2.12 k.5 8.5 
I6.O-17.9 .Ik .18 1.0 13.0 
18.0-19.9 5.50 3.92 13.0 5.5 
20.0-21.9 6.33 1.83 10.0 3.0 
At, aiam. kwm ht. 
rot rot 
age elag§ age class 
Ifi*} 
20-29 
30-39 
ifO-^ 9 
iM 1.28 
1.27 2.12 
50-59 if.O-5.9 5.75 3.00 3.25 3.0 
6.0-7.9 1.12 2.25 1.5 k,0 
8.0-9.9 k.l2 6.00 7.0 8.0 
10.0-11.9 5.20 7.50 9.0 9.0 
1.86 2.92 
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fable 7» (Coatiimei) 
ige elass BBH class Av, ctiam, It. ht» Max. dlaia. Max. ht» A¥. dian. At* ht. 
rot rot Pot rot rot rot 
(in.) (in.) (ft.) (in.) (ft.) 
80-89 1%.0-15.9 m 
30.0-31.9 13.25 12175 1%0 22.0 
90-99 2^ .0-25.9 1^ .67 8.16 16.0 10.0 
26.0-27.9 11.00 7.50 15.5 8.0 
30,0-31.9 13.33 6.00 26.0 8.0 
100-109 2lf.0-25.9 3.50 10.00 3.5 10.0 
26.0-27.9 5.75 3,00 5.75 3.0 
30.0-31.9 8.75 5,00 8.75 k^O 
age elass &m elass 
8.83 8.50 
13.25 7.19 
6.00 5.67 
It 
Table 8. Average extent of butt rot 
by DBH class for the 
South Anana-Homestead-Iiedges areas 
ME elass Af * diaii# kw* ht. 
rot by rot by 
BBH elass DBH class 
ClRt) (Int.) (£%») 
•^0- 5.9 .Bk .88 
6.0- 7«9 •72 IM 
8»0- 9*9 .88 1.29 
10.0-11.9 1.95 2.60 
12.0-13.9 1.21 l.J+7 
1^ .0-15.9 2.21 Z*2h 
16.0-17.9 1.51 1.8^  
18.0-19.9 2.03 3.50 
20.0-21.9 3*95 3.22 
22.0-23.9 6.90 2.10 
2if.0-25.9 11.50 9.20 
26.0-27.9 .^80 
28.0-29.9 •88 2.00 
30.0-30.9 11.61 7*57 
*Decay originating at, or progressing 
down to, the first three feet of the bole 
table 9» Average extent of rot in 
first l6-foot log by DBE class for the 
South teana-HcMestead-Iedges areas 
DBH class 
(in.) 
Avm diam. 
rot by 
DBH class 
(in.) 
Av. ht. 
rot by 
BBS elass 
(ft.) 
.^0-5.9 1.18 1.06 
6.0-7.9 1.58 2.66 
8.0-^ 9.9 1.60 2.53 
10.0^ 11.9 2.16 3.65 
12.0-13.9 2.03 3.59 
1^ .0-15.9 2.^ 1 2.39 
I6.0-17.9 1.51 iM 
18.0-19.9 5M 5.88 
20.0-21.9 5.25 3.60 
22.0-23.9 7-25 2.10 
2if.0-25.9 11.90 10.00 
26.0-27.9 9»35 k,BO 
28.0-29.9 .88 2.00 
30.0-30.9 11.89 7.57 
